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STATEMENT ON THE DEFENCE ESTIMATES 1975 

Memorandum by the Secretary of State for Defence 

1. I attach a draft of the 1975 Statement on the Defence Estimates, in 
the form in which it has been agreed by the Defence and Oversea Policy 
Committee. I propose, subject to the approval of the Cabinet, to publish 
the Statement on Wednesday 19 March. 

2. In accordance with the conclusions of the Cabinet on the Defence 
Review at their CC(74) 47th meeting, the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Secretary and I have conducted lull consultations with our NATO and non-
NATO Allies. The results of these consultations to date are reflected in 
Chapter I of the draft. This chapter also gives further details of the 
reductions which I proposed to the House on 3 December 1974. 

3. The draft text will be subject to final editing. 

4. I invite my colleagues to note the outcome of the consultative 
process on the Defence Review proposals and approve the text of the 1975 
Statement on the Defence Estimates. 

R M 

Ministry of Defence 

25 February 1975 
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DEFENCE WHITE PAPER 


CHAPTER I 


THE DEFENCE REVIEW 


TEE REVIEW SO FAR 

The Government  Is commitment 

1. On 2 1 March ^^^k the Government announced that it had 


"initiated a review of current defence commitments and capabilities 


against the resources that, given the economic prospects of the 


country, we could afford to devote to defence" (Hous^ of Commons, 


Official Report Vol. 8 7 0 , No 1 3 WA Cole. 153 and 15U). The a In of this 


review was to give effect to the Government!s pledge to achieve 


savings on defence expenditure of several hundred million pounds 


per annum over a period while maintaining a modern and effective 


defence system. 


Background to the Review 


2 . In the 1 9 6 8 Supplementary Statement on Defence Policy 


(Cmnd. 3 7 0 1 ) the Labour Government made clear its intention that 


"Britain's defence forces, apart from those needed to meet certain 


residual obligations to dependent territories, ... should ... 


be concentrated in Europe". This remains the Government's firm 


policy. But the Conservative Governmenfs 1 9 7 0 Supplementary 


Statement on Defence Policy (Cmnd. 1 + 5 2 1 ) , while accepting that the 


North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) should remain the first 
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pr ior i ty of defence po l i cy , p l aced more emphasis on a w i l l i n g n e s s 

to counter th r ea t s to s t a b i l i t y throughout the wor ld . So when 

the Government came into o f f i c e in March 197U i t i nhe r i t ed a defence 

programme of wor ld -wide p o l i t i c a l and m i l i t a r y commitments, and 

military fo rces stretched to meet those commitments. 

3. Within NATO B r i t a i n was the only European member to cont r ibute 

to a l l the major areas of the A l l i a n c e : to the Centra l Region in 

Europe, to the Eastern A t l an t i c and Channel Command a r e a s , to the 

defence of the United Kingdom and i t s immediate approaches, to the 

"editerranean, and to the A l l i a n c e ' s s t r a t e g i c and t a c t i c a l nuc lear 

deterrent. We were a l s o cont r i bu t ing s p e c i a l i s t reinforcement 

forces a v a i l a b l e for deployment to the Centra l Region and to the 

northern and southern f l a n k s . 

4. Outside NATO B r i t a i n was maintaining f o rces in var ious pa r t s 

of the wor ld : in dependent t e r r i t o r i e s , inc luding those where the 

presence of B r i t i s h forces was necessary : Hong Kong, G i b r a l t a r , 

the Falkland I s l ands and B e l i z e ; in Cyprus; in the Far East as a 

contribution to the Five Power Defence Arrangements; and in a 

number of other p l a c e s , inc lud ing Brunei , Maur i t iu s , Gan, Oman, 

and the Car ibbean. These commitments imposed upon B r i t a i n an extra 

burden which none of her European A l l i e s and t rad ing competitors 

7/as bear ing. 

5. Forward p lans were designed b road ly to maintain the e x i s t i n g 

size and s t ructure of the fo rces to provide the c a p a b i l i t i e s to 

meet these commitments. The cost of these fo rces was bound to 

increase p r o g r e s s i v e l y over time to keep pace with the constant 
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development of technology and the growing sophistication of modern 


weapon systems. The cost of the planned programme was estimated 


to increase (at 1974 Survey Prices) from £4,000 million in 1975-76, 

to £4,070 million in 1976-77, £4,150 million in 1977-78, £4,300 

million in 1978-79, and an average of £4,450 million in each year 

from 1979-80 to 1983-84. 

6. Throughout the post-war period Britain's economic performance 

has lagged behind that of her major European Allies. For many years 

our annual average growth rate has been little more than half that 

achieved by Prance and the Federal Republic of Germany. For this 

reason and because the economic situation i3 now more serious than 

at anytime over the last 25 years, the Government decided that 

resources must be released for investment and improving the balance 

of payments. These should be the first calls on our resources in 

solving our economic problems. The defence programme, with its 

considerable demands on skilled manpower and industry, should play 

its part in this process; and the burden of defence expenditure 

should be brought more into line with that of our major European 

Allies. Planned British defence expenditure in 1974 was estimated 

at 5.8 per cent of GNP on NATO definition, while that of France 

was 3.8 per cent, and of the Federal Republic of Germany 4.1 per 

cent (or 4 .9 per cent including Berlin Aid)*. 

* Defence expenditure as a percentage of GNP is not the only way 
of comparing the burden of defence expenditure on the economy; 
but it is the best single readily-available measure of the defence 
effort In relation to a country's resources. The table / oppoaite-/
(fig. 1 ) gives a comparison of the defence efforts of NATO countries 
in terms of percentage of GNP together with comparisons of 
per capita defence expenditures and per capita GNPs. 
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7. At the same time the Government was determined that the process 

of adjustment should sa feguard the e s s e n t i a l s ecu r i ty i n t e r e s t s of 

B r i t a i n and her A l l i e s . I t was c l e a r that only a fundamental and 

r igorous r e a p p r a i s a l of a l l B r i t a i n 1 s defence commitments and 

c a p a b i l i t i e s could provide the Government with the necessary 

information to enable i t to s t r i k e the r i g h t ba lance between the 

needs of the economy and the needs of defence. 

Conduct of the Review 

3. The Review covered the whole of the forward p e r i o d to 1983-8h* 

to make pos s i b l e an o rde r l y adjustment of our defence s t ructure to 

meet a d i f f e r e n t s e t of commitments and c a p a b i l i t i e s , and to a l l o w 

for f u l l m i l i t a r y , f i n a n c i a l , manpower, equipment and i n d u s t r i a l 

p lanning. 

9. C lear s t r a t e g i c p r i o r i t i e s were e s t a b l i s h e d a t the ou t se t ; 

but no a r b i t r a r y f i n a n c i a l l i m i t was s e t , which would have 

prejudiced the outcome of the a n a l y s i s . Instead , the m i l i t a r y , 

p o l i t i c a l , economic and i n d u s t r i a l impl icat ions of d i f f e r e n t 

resource a l l o c a t i o n s were c a r e f u l l y cons idered . Within NATO, the 

threat to the p o l i t i c a l and m i l i t a r y s e cu r i t y of Western Europe, 

including the m i l i t a r y imbalance between the A l l i a n c e and the Warsaw 

Pact ( see f i g s . 2 and 3), was taken f u l l y into account in assess ing 

the p o s s i b l e e f f e c t of any reduct ions in B r i t a i n ' s con t r i bu t i on upon 

the secur i ty of our A l l i e s and upon the a l l i e d s t ra tegy of 

deterrence. S imi l a r l y the p o l i t i c a l and m i l i t a r y imp l i ca t ions of 

reductions outside NATO were f u l l y cons idered . 

10. On 3 December 197h Par l iament was informed of the Governments 

prov is iona l conclusions and proposa l s f o r future defence p o l i c y , 

programmes and expendi ture , as a b a s i s f o r f u l l consu l ta t ions with 
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Parliament, with our Allies and partners and with industry before 

definitive decisions were taken (House of Commons, Official Report 

VoL 882, No, 30, Cols. 1351-1357). The Government announced its 

decision to reduce defence expenditure progressively as a proportion 

of GNP to hi per cent over the next ten years. Compared with the 

estimated costs of the previously planned programme, this will 

achieve substantial savings rising from £300 million in 1975-76 to 

about £500 million a year by 1978-79 and to some £750 million a 

year by 1983-84; and a total saving of some £4,700 million over 

the period (all at 1974 Survey prices). This means that whereas 

in real terms there will be a small increase in 1975-76 and 1976-77, 

defence expenditure is planned to remain broadly at the same level 

thereafter for the rest of the review period. / Paragraph 7^ 

gives more details of the savings. Within this programme a new 

balance between commitments and capabilities and between manpower 

and equipment expenditure will be achieved to meet the Government's 

strategic priorities. 

Consultations 

11. As part of the process of consultation there have been debates 

in both Houses of Parliament in December 1974*; and much information 

and explanation has been provided in answer to a large number of 

Parliamentary Questions. The Defence and External Affairs Sub-

Committee of the Select Committee on Expenditure has taken written 

and oral evidence from the Ministry of Defence. The views thus 

expressed together with those made known to us by a wider public 

have been carefully considered by the Government in reaching its 

decisions. 
* In the House of Commons on 16 December(Official Report Vol.883? 

No. 39, Cols. 114-7-1262 and No. 40, Cols. 1263-1298) and in the 

House of Lords on 17 December (Official Report Vol. 555. No. 2^, 

Cols. 1042-1155). 
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1 2 . From early December detailed consultations have been 


conducted with our NATO Allies in accordance with the procedures 


laid down by the Alliance on such matters. After an extensive 


political and military assessment of the Government1s proposals 


within NATO, the Alliance's views and suggestions have been 


conveyed to us. The Government has carefully considered the points 


made by our non-NATO Allies and partners in its consultations with 


them since the 3 December announcement. 


1 3 . Our partners and associates outside NATO have noted our 


proposals with some regrets but have in general recognised the 


economic imperatives which led us to make them. Detailed discus

sions on the best way of effecting the withdrawals and reductions 


are in some cases still proceeding. Broadly 


however the effect of the consultations has been to confirm the 


proposals announced on 3 December. 


1 4 . Our NATO Allies have expressed sympathetic understanding of 


our economic difficulties. They have welcomed our assurance 


that NATO commitments will remain the first charge on our defence 
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resources, and that no reductions are envisaged in the Central 


Region in advance of an MBFR agreement, or in our nuclear 


contribution to the Alliance. Nevertheless they have expressed 


considerable disquiet at the overall scale of the reductions 


we propose and the weakening effect which they would have on 


NATO's conventional capability vis-a-vis the Warsaw Pact, if 


not offset by compensatory measures. They have also expressed 


concern lest these measures should be interpreted as weakening 


the solidarity of the Alliance (particularly in the Southern 


Region) and its deterrent value. 


15. While the main process of consultation with our Allies has 

now been completed, we shall continue to keep in close contact 

with our Allies as regards outstanding issues and the detailed 

implementation of our plans, taking account of developments in 

the economic, political and security situation as they arise. 

16. Industry has been consulted where its interests are affected 

by the proposals, and Its views have been taken into account in 

the Governments decisions (see paragraph 7 1 ) . Ministry of 

Defence civilian staffs are also being consulted (see paragraphs 

69 to 70 ) . 
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THE GOVERNMENT'S DECISIONS 


17. The Government have now taken the basic decisions on the 


Defence Review which are outlined in the following paragraphs. 


To achieve the economic as well as the military and political 


objectives of the Review, Britain's defence forces had to be 


concentrated on those areas in which a British contribution to 


collective defence would be most effective in ensuring Britain's 


security and that of her Allies. This meant that NATO - the linch 


pin of British security - should remain the first and overriding 


charge on the resources available for defence; that our commitments 


outside the Alliance should be reduced as far as possible to avoid 


overstretching our forces; and that general purpose forces should 


be maintained as an insurance against the unforeseen. 


18. The Governmenfs decisions are far-reaching and their 


implementation in terms of men, equipment and facilities will naturally 


take time to work out in detail. This work is being pressed ahead 


urgently. The Government attaches great importance to giving the 


earliest possible information to those who may be affected, whether 


in the Services, in the Civil Service or in industry. 


CONTINUING COMMITMENT TO NATO 


in reaching its decisions the Government had to decide on the level 


of defence and the balance of forces which Britain should maintain to 


ensure security,-in the ourront era of detente between Eaot and Wc-oty 
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20. in assessing the threat to Britain's security both military 


and political aspects must be considered. In parallel with their 


stated commitment to detente the Warsaw Pact countries maintain 


forces on the mainland of Europe which are increasing in strength 


and capability and appear far larger than could be necessary for 


defensive purposes. They are composed, equipped and deployed in a 


manner which would enable them to undertake offensive operations 


at relatively short notice. The Soviet Union has vastly expanded 


its Navy and can rapidly deploy substantial naval forces across the 


maritime lines of communication between Europe and North America. 


On the evidence of its national defence policies and its approach 


to international negotiations, the intention of the Soviet Union 


is to achieve parity with the West in areas in which it has in the 


past been inferior and to maintain superiority wherever it has 


this already. Chapter II paragraphs 2-9 and figs. 2 and 3 give 


some details of the current imbalances of forces between NATO 


and the Warsaw Pact. The Government does not believe that the 


Warsaw Pact countries would contemplate outright aggression against 


the West in present circumstances; but this is a political judge
ment which neither alters the military facts nor necessarily holds 


good for ever. 


21. Detente is not yet irreversible. It is the stated policy of 


almost every Government, but it is still far from being permanent 


and comprehensive. In common with its Allies, the Government is 


working to establish a safer, warmer and more constructive relation
ship with the Soviet Union and its Allies, The recent visit to 


the Soviet Union by the Prime Minister and the Foreign and 


Commonwealth Secretary has opened the way to progress in this 


direction. But until detente is clearly established upon a lasting 


foundation of mutual security, we should take a cautious view of 


the intentions of the Warsaw Pact. These include the possibility 


"that its members may try to use their massive military power, 


especially in conventional weapons, to bring political pressure 


to bear - perhaps selectively - on Western countries in the hope 


of influencing their external and even their domestic policies. 
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22. Such an attempt could succeed only if Western countries were 


to lose confidence in their ability to sustain their own institutions 


In the present world economic climate these institutions will come 


under increasing stress in the next few years. It is essential 


during this period, in order to deter any more adventurist policy 


and to sustain the momentum of detente, that the political cohesion 


of the Alliance should be maintained, as well as an effective 


military strategy. 


23. Adequate defence calls for military forces capable of denying 

any potential aggressor the prospect of an easy victory. It calls 

for a military capability of conventional forces manifestly capable 

of withstanding any initial attack and backed by tactical and 

strategic nuclear forces, which in Europe and the Atlantic only the 

NATO Alliance can provide. So long as the Alliance has such a 

capability, and the will to use it if necessary, aggression of 

whatever sort can be deterred, and the use of military power as a 

political weapon neutralised. 
j 

2h. The Government is fully committed to preserving the credibility 


of NATO'8 strategy and political cohesion. It is determined to 


maintain an effective British contribution to the Alliance's 


forces. But some reduction in our current NATO contribution is 


inevitable if the strain on the British economy is to be eased by 


bringing the burden of British defence expenditure more into line 


with that borne by our major European Allies. 
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The areas where Britain, can best contribute 


25- The Government has decided to concentrate British effort 


in those areas where it believes that Britain can make the most 


significant contribution to her security and that of the Alliance. 


The Government judges these to be:
a. The Central Region, where NATO is heavily and 


increasingly outnumbered in fighting divisions, in manpower 


in fighting units and in all the major weapons systems (tanks, 


field guns and aircraft)(see figure 2). The British Army of the 


Rhine(BAOR) , which holds an important section of the Central Front 


in the crucial area -of the North ̂ German plain, and RAF Germany 


play a major part in the forward defence of this Region. 


For these reasons, we will continue to maintain an army force 


level of 5 5 , 0 0 0 and a tactical air force on the mainland of 


Europe in accordance with our Brussels Treaty commitments, 


making no reductions below this level . : 


in advance of -mutual and balanced force reductions (MBFR). 


V/e shall continue to provide for reinforcing these 


forces in times of tension or emergency. They will be 


progressively re-equipped to improve their effectiveness. 


Scorpion tracked reconnaissance vehicles have already entered 


service with the Army; in due course the Lance tactical nuclear 


missile system will replace Honest John; and the Rapier low
level surface-to-air missile system has entered service with 


the Army, and with the RAF Regiment for airfield defence. 


Plans for the introduction of the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft 
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(MRCA) into RAF Germany will continue,and Phantoms will he 


replaced with increased numbers of Jaguars. 


b. The Eastern Atlantic and Channel Areas. NATO's strategy 

of deterrence on the mainland of Europe would not remain 

credible without a parallel strategy in the Eastern Atlantic 

and Channel areas, upon which our maritime force declarations 

will in future be concentrated. These are the forward sea 

areas of NATO, corresponding to the Central Region on land, 

in which NATO's maritime forces face the growing power of 

the Soviet Navy.(see figure 3 ) . 

All the sea-borne supply and reinforcement routes from 


North America to Britain and the European mainland pass 


through these areas. If the balance of maritime power were 


allowed to shift so far in favour of the Warsaw Pact that it 


had an evident ability in a -period of tension to isolate 


Europe by sea, the effect on Allied confidence and political 


cohesion would be profound. 


NATO depends critically on Britain to provide the main 


weight of the maritime forces immediately available to the 


Alliance in these areas; it is for this reason that the 


Government plans to maintain its contribution to their defence 


virtually undiminished. Therefore the cruiser and nuclear

powered submarine programmes will be maintained and the new 


classes of destroyers and frigates will continue to build up. 


 The security of the United Kingdom and its immediate 


approaches, at sea, on land and in the air. Without this no 


contribution to the security of our Allies and no reinforcement 


of our forward-based forces would be possible. 
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d. The NATO nuclear deterrent. NATO strategy is founded 


on the triad of conventional, tactical nuclear and strategic 


nuclear weapons. The Polaris force, which Britain will 


continue to make available to the Alliance, provides a 


unique European contribution to NATO*s strategic nuclear 


capability out of all proportion to the small fraction of 


our defence budget which it costs to maintain. We shall . 

maintain its effectiveness. We do not intend to move to a 


new generation of strategic nuclear weapons. We shall also 


maintain our tactical nuclear capability, in accordance with 


NATO strategy. 


In addition we shall continue to maintain some specialist rein
forcement capability (see paragraphs 26 to 27 below). 


Specialist Reinforcement forces 


26. There will be no reduction in the present British contribution 


of a battalion group, support units, twelve Harrier-aircraft and 


fpur Wessex helicopters to the.Allied Command Europe.(ACE)Mobile Force. 


This contribution will continue to be available to SACEUR for 


deployment throughout his area of command. But we will make 


significant changes to our contributions of other specialist 


reinforcement forces. 


27. Our specialist reinforcement forces were originally designed 


to meet our former world-wide commitments, as an alternative to 


overseas garrisons, but were committed to NATO in 1968. The land 


elements of the United Kingdom Mobile Force (UKMF) and United Kingdom 


Joint Airborne Task Force (UKJATFOR) have never been fully equipped 


for highly-mobile armoured operations in a NATO environment; and 


the specialised amphibious shipping could only be replaced at 
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considerable expense. In assessing our present wide-ranging 


contributions to NATO, we decided that our ability to reinforce 


on the southern flank was less cost-effective than in other areas. 


Consequently we have decided to make substantial changes in our 


commitments of specialist reinforcement forces as follows:

a. The Amphibious Force. At present our amphibious 
capability consists of a Royal Marines brigade headquarters, 
four commando groups, a logistic regiment and Army support units, 
two squadrons of Royal Navy support helicopters, two commando 

ships (HMS Hermes and HMS Bulwark), two assault ships, 
(HMS Fearless and HMS Intrepid), and afloat support. 
HMS Bulwark will be paid off in 1976, e(arlier than previously
planned, and her Wessex helicopter squadron will be disbanded. 
HMS Hermes will be declared to NATO as an anti-submarine 
warfare (ASW) carrier but will retain a secondary role as a 
commando ship. HMS Fearless and HMS Intrepid will remain in 
service as previously planned throughout the 1980s, but only 
one ship will be kept at immediate operational readiness, the 
second being in care and maintenance or refit. Plans to order 
two purpose-built amphibious ships have been abandoned and 
detailed studies of alternative means of movement in the longer 
term are in hand. 

No. 41 Commando Group, at present stationed in Malta, will 
be gradually run down from 1 9 7 7 to 1 9 7 9 when it will be disband 
upon the withdrawal of British forces from Malta. The Royal 
Marines brigade headquarters, three commandos and Army support 
will remain declared to NATO. One of these commando groups and 
the helicopter squadron will continue to be specially trained 
and equipped for mountain and arctic warfare for deployment to 
northern Norway all the year round. 
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b. The UK Joint Airborne Task Force. This task force, 

currently consistmg.' odf a headquarters, a parachute force 

(including two battalions and their support), and 

Hercules air transport, is to be abandoned, but 

the Parachute Regiment will be retained. 

c. The United Kingdom Mobile Force. At present 

this force consists of a land element of three air

portable brigades with divisional troops and logistic 

support; and an air element of three squadrons of 

Phantom offensive and reconnaissance aircraft 

(which are being replaced by Jaguars), one squadron of 

Andover short-range transports and three squadrons of 

support helicopters. This is to be reduced by 1979 

to an airportable formation equivalent 

to a reinforced brigade group, but with 

a limited parachute capability, an improved level 

of support, and the same air element, less 

the Andovers. This smaller force will be 

provided for deployment to the Central and Northern 


Regions of NATO. The residual land elements of the 


forces will be disbanded or re-absorbed within the new 

Army structure described in paragraphs 4-7 to 53 below. 

These plans are set out in more detail in the table/opposite7 
(fig. 4 - ) . 
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NATO commitments in the Mediterranean 


28.	 The Government has decided that it cannot in future continue to 

commit British maritime forces to the Mediterranean in support of 


NATO. After 1976 no destroyers, frigates or coastal minesweepers will 

be earmarked for assignment to NATO in the area; and that "between 


1977	 and 1979 the RAF Nimrods and Cariberras at present committed to 

NATO there will be withdrawn. In peace time HM Ships will however 


visit the Mediterranean from time to time and will contine to part

icipate in exercises there with our NATO Allies. 


2 9 .	 The Government of Malta has been informed that HMG proposes to 

arrange for the run-down of the British forces in Malta between 


1 April 1977 and 31 March 1979, when the Military Facilities 

Agreement expires. 


Government reactions to NATO 18 suggestions 


3 0 . During our consultations with our NATO Allies (see paragraphs 

1 2 - 1 5 above) they have asked us to reconsider those features of the 

reductions which they consider most damaging and to study the 

possibility of undertaking compensatory measures. We have undertaken 

to study such measures on the clear understanding that all of Britain's 

defence commitments and capabilities must be met from within the 

total of resources which the Government decided last December it 

could in future allocate to defence. 

3 1 . On this basis the Government is ready to make the following 

changes in the details of its original proposals, to help meet the 

main points of NATO concern:

(a)	 to convert HMS Hermes to the anti-submarine role in 1976, 

instead of 1978; 

(b)	 to earmark for assignment to Commander in Chief Channel 


(CINCHAN) the Royal Fleet Auxiliary Engadine. carrying 


helicopters in the anti-submarine role; 
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(c)	 to earmark some additional aircraft to Supreme Allied 


Commander Atlantic (SACLANT)/cINCHAN for reconnaissance: 


(d)	 as part of national deployments to participate in 


periodic NATO maritime exercises and in the NATO Naval 


On-Call Force in the Mediterranean; 


(e)	 to continue reinforcement options for the Special 


Air Service Regiment in the Southern Region of Allied 


Command Europe. 


32.	 The Government is prepared on the same - understanding^ and without 

commitment, to study nationally and within the Alliance other measures 


aimed at-mitigating the effects of our reductions. Our ability to imple
ment the measures which our-Allies wish us to adopt will depend particularly 

on their willingness to give us assistance, eg with "host nation" 


facilities for ships, men and aircraft. Decisions on these further 


measures will be announced, where appropriate, as they are taken. 


NON-NATO COMMITMENTS 


33. At the beginning of 1975 Britain still maintained forces in 
various parts of the world (see Annex C for a map showing the 
deployment of UK forces in early 1975). Some of these deployments 
reflect inescapable obligations, notably to the security of our 
dependent territories; others reflect former aspirations to a world-wide 
role. They absorbed a comparatively small;proportion of the defence budget: 
withdrawal from all of them, including the garrisons in the 
Mediterranean, would save £150 million a year at most. But this 
represented a significant sum in terms of the savings which would 
otherwise have had to be found exclusively from our higher priority 
NATO tasks. Consequently, we proposed to withdraw from our non-NATO 
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commitments wherever this was consistent with our fundamental 
military and political obligations. Following the Statement on 
5 December 1974 we have consulted the governments concerned, and 
have taken our decisions in the light of those consultations. 
3 4 . We shall continue to maintain forces in the dependent 
territories of Hong Kong, Gibraltar, Belize and the Falkland Islands. 
I n Hong Kong there will be some reductions in British Servicemen and 
locally-enlisted personnel; and we are seeking from the Hong Kong 
Government a larger share of the cost of our forces when the 
present cost-sharing agreement, which expires in 1 9 7 6 , is 
re-negotiated. 
3 5 . The Five Power Defence Arrangements include a consultative 
commitment, but no obligation to maintain British troops in either 
Malaysia or Singapore. We shall maintain the commitment; but, 
with the exception of a small residual contribution to the Integrated 
Air Defence System, we will withdraw our forces, including the 
detachment of up to four Nimrods from the British maritime patrol 
force, by April 1 9 7 6 . 

3 6 . We will continue our membership of the South East Asia Treaty 
Organisation (SEATO), but will take part in fewer exercises in the 
future. V/e do - not declare forces to the Organisation. 
3 7 . Subject to consultations with the Sultan, we propose to carry 
out our 1 9 6 8 decision to withdraw the Gurkha battalion from Brunei. 
3 8 . V/e shall withdraw from the staging post on Gan by April 1 9 7 6 ; 

and from the naval communications station on Mauritius. If there 
is any requirement for facilities in the Indian Ocean area in the 
future, we shall be able to use Diego Garcia, where we have agreed 
to a modest expansion of facilities by the United States. We shall 
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continue to aim at realistic progress towards arms limitation in 

the Indian Ocean. Any such arrangements would clearly require 

the participation of the US and Soviet Governments; so we support 

the suggestion made by the Prime Minister of Australia that the 

US and Soviet Governments should consult together on the possibility 

of mutual restraint in the Indian Ocean. 

39' Oman is fighting against a professionally organised and 

externally supported rebellion which threatens the stability of the 

Arabian Peninsula, an area of great economic importance to Britain 

and from which v/e receive a lot of our oil. We do not therefore think 

that it would be right in present circumstances to make any change 

in the arrangements we have with the Sultan of Oman. We shall, 

however, make some economies as our need for staging facilities at 

Masirah declines, and shall continue to keep the level of our 

military assistance to the Sultan under review. 

4-0' In Cyprus we propose to make some early reduction in our 

forces.stationed there. Meanwhile in order to ease \the severe 

accommodation problems that have arisen within the Sovereign Base 

Areas (SBAs) since the events of last year, the squadrons of 

Lightnings and.Hercules permanently based on the island, together 

with the Vulcan strike aircraft stationed there in support of CENTO, 

have been withdrawn and replaced by smaller numbers of aircraft on 

detachment from the United Kingdom. For the same reason there will 

Lo some reduction in Army personnel. 

4-1. We' will retain our membership of the Central Treaty Organisation 

(CENTO), but will no longer declare any forces to the Organisation: 

the CENTO-assigned Canberras and Nimrods will be withdrawn from Maito
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by 1 9 7 9 end we will no longer permanently station Vulcans on 
Cyprus. 
42. /"Discussions with the South African Government about the 
termination of the Simonstown Agreement are likely to begin 
shortly-7

43. The permanent deployment of two frigates to the West Indies 
will cease in 1 9 7 6 * and the Senior Naval Officer, West Indies, 
will be withdrawn. 

Ulu The implications of these reductions for the manpower and 


equipment plans of the three Services, the Research and Development 


( R & D ) programme -and for the defence industries are described 


in the following paragraphs. 
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EFFECTS OF THE DECISIONS ON THE SERVICES 


Royal Navy 

4-5, From 1976 onwards all our major warships will he committed 

to NATO in the Eastern Atlantic and Channel, although we will continue 

from time to time to deploy ships in peace-time outside these areas. 

We will no longer commit ships to NATO in the Mediterranean area, and we 

will withdraw our naval forces hitherto stationed there and in Singapore 

and the West Indies0 The effect of these measures will he progres

sive reductions of one-seventh in planned numbers of destroyers, 

frigates and mine countermeasure vessels (MCMVs). There will be 

consequential reductions in afloat support. We shall be specialis

ing increasingly in nuclear-powered submarines, while other European 

navies, such as the Royal Netherlands Navy, specialise in 

conventionally-powered submarines. Consequently we will reduce planned 

numbers of conventionally-powered submarines by about one quarter, 

while continuing our nuclear-powered submarine programme. The new 

class of anti-submarine cruisers will be continued, but we will 

abandon our plans to replace the amphibious ships with new, purpose

built vessels. Plans to replace the Wessex 5 helicopter have also 

been abandoned. HMS Ark Royal will continue in service until the 

late 1970B as previously planned. 

46. The reductions in the numbers of destroyers and frigates, 


which are accounted for by the cut in our overseas and Mediterranean 
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commitments, will be achieved partly by the premature disposal 

of older ships and partly by the adjustment of new construction 

programmes. Over the Review period nine new destroyers/frigates 

will be cut from the forward programme, including planned orders 

in 1 9 7 5 - 7 6 for two Type A-2 destroyers. There will be a corresponding 

reduction in the future requirement for Lynx helicopters. Ships 

already under construction will not be affected by these proposals. 

Reductions in MCMVs (also related to our Mediterranean commitments) 

and in conventional submarines will be achieved by the premature 

disposal of existing ships. Because of the magnitude of the mining 

threat to UK waters, longer term plans for a smaller number of 

more advanced new MCMVs remain unchanged. Reductions in afloat support 

will be made by phasing out older ships and by deleting from the forward 

programme one Fleet maintenance ship, three large Fleet tankers and one afloat 

support ship. The reductions in strength of the Royal Navy and the 

Royal Marines will lead in due course to economies in shore support 

and training. Ve aim to secure savings as quickly as is consistent 

with the needs of the Fleet. 

The Army 

4 7 . The Statement of 3 December said that the size and shape of the 


Army would be adjusted to meet the new framework of defence priori

ties and the demands of economy. In order to achieve these 


objectives in a manpower-intensive Service, it was decided that a 


major restructuring of the Army would have to be undertaken. The 


main aim of this restructuring will be to maintain as far as possible 


the present combat capability of the Army in Europe and in the 


United Kingdom, while reducing the overall number of men. Planning is 
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already well advanced. 


48. The principles upon which the restructuring has been based 


are :
a. Elimination of a level of command and extension 


of the span of command at formation and unit level; 


b. Economy through pooling certain specialist 


functions, for example the concentration in specialist 


units of transport vehicles; 


c. Improvement in the man-to-weapon ratio; 


d. Closer integration of the Territorial and Army 


Volunteer Reserve (TAVR) with the Regular Army. 


49. All Arms and Corps of the Army will bear some share of the 


reduction in manpower. Many headquarters are to be disbanded with 


consequent economies in overheads. The strength of fighting Anns 


is to be adjusted to achieve an overall net saving; but, in line 


with the principles of the restructuring, proportionally greater 


savings will be achieved in the supporting services. 


5 0 . The effect of this restructuring will be to maintain fully 

and in some respects enhance the fighting capability of the 

British Army of the Rhine, and to improve our ability to reinforce 


it and put it on a war footing. We will 


prune some rear headquarters and support areas. The brigade level 


of command will be eliminated with a consequent reduction in head

quarter overheads. Units will be commanded directly by smaller

sized divisional headquarters. The span of command will be increased 


at both the formation and unit level, with the result that there will be 


fewer formation headquarters overall, and fewer but larger units. Unit 
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structures will be simplified by concentrating specialist functions, 


such as reconnaissance, into one Armj but the manning of front line 


equipments will not be impaired. Notwithstanding these changes we 


will not, in advance of mutual and balanced force reductions, reduce 


the forces which we maintain in Germany in accordance with our Brussels 


Treaty obligations. The Berlin Brigade will be harmonised with the 


proposed new organisation. 


51. In the United Kingdom, the present Headquarters United Kingdom 


Land Force (HQUKLF) and District structure will be maintained virtually 


as at present, but economies will be made by extending the span of 


command to give selected District headquarters the responsibility at 


present exercised by the field force formation headquarters in the 


United Kingdom. These District headquarters will therefore also become 


formation, headquarters. The TAVR is to be maintained at its present 


size and is to be more closely integrated with/the Regular Army by in

cluding TAVR units alongside Regular units as part of the new 


District organisation. Our plans allow for a small proportionate 


increase in the number of TAVR units earmarked for reinforcement of 


BAOR. Manpower economies are also being sought in Ministry of Defence 


headquarters, and in the United Kingdom training organisation and 


logistic base. 


52. The proposals will enable us to retain all existing regimental 

identities in both the Royal Armoured Corps and in the Infantry; to 

man broadly the same major equipments within the Royal Artillery, but 

with some reductions in the total number of regiments in line with the 

new policy of maintaining larger regiments with more guns; and 

similarly to reduce regiments of other Arms and Corps, such as the 

Corps of Royal Engineers, without significant loss of operational 

capability. 

53. These changes in structure will enable better use to be made 

of manpower throughout the Army and will make possible a 
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significant improvement in the man -to-weapon ratio. They 

are expected to produce an overall reduction in numbers which will 

be nearer 15,000 than the initial estimate of 12,000, and which 

will include some measure of redundancy. 


54, The Army equipment programme is made up of a variety of 


comparatively low-priced items. The scope for savings through 


cancellation or postponement of major new equipments or weapon 


systems is therefore limited, compared with the other two Services; 


and the substantial reduction which must be made in the programme 


will affect a wide range of items. Savings will be effected 


by a mixture of reductions in numbers, postponements and cancel

lations. The field will cover such items as ammunition and mines, 


bridging equipment, fighting and transport vehicles, guided 


weapons and electronics. Pour major measures, which were announced 


in the Statement of 3 December 1974-, are:

a. withdrawal from the RS 80 long range artillery 


project (currently at project definition stage) on 


which we were collaborating with Italy and West Germany; 


b. cancellation of the Vixen wheeled reconnaissance 


vehicle; 


c. reductions in the planned purchases of Anglo-


French light helicopters; 


d. reductions in the follow-up orders for Sultan, 


Spartan and Samaritan, all members of the Anglo-


Belgian Combat Vehicle Reconnaissance (Tracked) 


(CVR(T)) family of reconnaissance vehicles. 
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Despite these reductions every effort will be made to implement the 


planned improvements promised to NATO in the fields of anti

armour and air defence. Provision will continue to be made for 


major items which are essential for a modern field army in 


Europe. 


Royal Air Force 

55, We shall maintain the planned numbers of our front-line combat 

aircraft committed to NATO in Britain and West Germany. But the 

reductions in our specialised reinforcement tasks and our with

drawals from the Mediterranean and from most of our non-NATO 

commitments will enable us to make a substantial reduction in the 

RAF transport fleet and some reduction in the requirement for 

maritime patrol aircraft. 

56. RAF combat capability will be improved by the replacement of 

Phantoms in the strike attack and reconnaissance roles by increased 

numbers of Jaguars, which will allow the Phantoms to be transferred 

to the air defence role; and in due course by the introduction 

of the MRCA. Our planned requirement for a total of 3 8 5 

KRCAs is unaffected, but in order to spread the costs of the 


programme in later years we propose to reduce the rate of deliveries 


to the Royal Air Force by up to one-third. We shall be working out 


the exact details with our collaborative partners. 


57. By early 1 9 7 6 we intend to reduce the fixed-wing element of 

the RAF transport fleet by 5 0 per cent, from 1 1 5 to 5 7 aircraft. 

The Comet and Britannia squadrons and the Andover tactical trans

port force will be disbanded - a total of 3 9 aircraft; and the 
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number of VC10 and Hercules aircraft in operation will be reduced 

from 66 to 1+7; the Belfast Squadron of ten aircraft is not 

affected. The size of the planned RAF helicopter tactical 

transport force will be reduced by about one quarter by cutting the 

number of Whirlwinds in Cyprus and disbanding the Wessex squadron in 

Singapore; and by abandoning current plans for a new purchase 

of medium-lift helicopters for support of the Army from 1977* 

The Nimrod maritime patrol force will be reduced by a quarter. 

58, The withdrawal from most of our non-NATO commitments will 

enable us to reduce the task and size of the RAF Regiment. We 

are therefore examining the structure of the Regiment to determine 

how its remaining tasks can best be met. We foresee no changes in 

its responsibilities for operating the Rapier low level air 

defence system. 

59. The reduction in the size of the RAF transport force and 

economies in training, communication and general support aircraft will 

enable the Royal Air Force to concentrate some smaller units at major 

stations with good facilities, such as Brize Norton and Lyneham; 

and t o withdraw from some twelve stations or airfields during the 

period covered by the Defence Review. The stations which the Royal Air Force 

propose to vacate are Leconfield, Driffield, Bicester, Chessington, 

Colerae, Thorney Island, West Raynham, Little Rissington, Tern Hill, 

Hullavington, Medmenham and Biggin Hill, though they may need to 

retain enclaves at Leconfield and West Raynham. The process of 
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informing those concerned and the subsequent discussion of these 


redeployment proposals is being initiated with their publication 


in this Command paper. 


60. A number of these stations have accommodation or other 

facilities which might be put to good u 3 e by the other two 

Services and enable significant savings to be made in our needs 

for new buildings. The Army in particular has an urgent need to 

replace its considerable stock of hutted accommodation by more 

permanent buildings. To make the be3t use of defence lands and 

buildings the Army are examining each of these stations to 

establish how suitable they are for the Army's use. Precise 

assessments of the Army's needs can be made only after detailed 

studies have been conducted of the Army's long-term accommodation 

needs and deployments in Britain, access to training and support 

facilities and the costs of conversion. The Royal Navy may also need 


one or two stations. Any redeployments are bound to be phased 


over a period, so it is likely that some civilian staff 


reductions will be unavoidable. 
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RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION 


61. Before the Defence Review the annual equipment budget was 


planned to rise from about £1.300 million 

in 1972+-75 to about £2,000 million in the early 1980s. The latter 

figure will now be limited to about £1,500 million and a total 

saving of some £3,200 million on the planned equipment budget will 

be achieved over the next ten years,(at 197U Survey prices). 

62. Expenditure on the Research and Development element of this, 

together with manpower and other associated costs was planned 

to rise from £2+1+0 million in 197U-75 to £510 million 

in 1978-79 and to fall away to £2+50 million in 1983-82+. It will 

now be limited to £2+70 million in 1978-79 and £2+00 million in 

1983-8I+ - a saving of about 10 per cent. At a conservative estimate 

the total saving on the R &  D programme over the ten-year period 

is now expected to be some £2+2+0 million. Most of these savings 

will come from the development programme which accounts for some 

threequarters of the R &  D budget. But significant savings will 

be made on research , equipment, capital facilities and 

manpower in R & D Establishments. 

Collaboration 

63. The United Kingdom is already engaged on a number of collabora

tive defence projects. The Defence Review decisions will involve 


withdrawal from only one of these - the RS 80 artillery project (see para 


Revere restrictions on the resources available for defence will 


make collaboration even more important in the future, not only for 
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the f inanc ia l advantages to be ga ined but a l s o f o r the mi l i tary

benefits to be de r i ved from standard i sed equipment which should 

f a c i l i t a t e common l o g i s t i c s , t r a i n i n g and opera t ions . (See 

Chapter I I paragraphs 13 to 16 f o r f u r t h e r d e t a i l s on c o l l a b o r a t i o n . ) 

MANPOWER IMPLICATIONS 

64. In broad terms manpower reduct ions w i l l 

be	 of the order of 38sOOO or 11 per 

cent for the Armed Serv ices j and 30,000 or 1 0 per cent f o r c i v i l i a n 

support. These assessments have been made aga ins t a c tua l s t rengths 

at 1 Ap r i l 1 9 7 4 and cover the reduct ions expected over the f i v e 

year period to 1 A p r i l 1 9 7 9 . By t h i s time the new manpower l e v e l s 

result ing from the Defence Review w i l l have been b r oad l y achieved. 

Tt is d i f f i c u l t to p rov ide d e t a i l e d est imates at t h i s stage of 

when or where these reduct ions w i l l f a l L but the f i g u r e s below g i v e 

a broad ind ica t ion of the o v e r a l l e f f e c t : -

Strengths Reductions Strengths Percentage 
1.4.74 by 1 . 4 . 7 9 at 1 . 4 . 7 9 Reductions 

Royal Navy/ 79,000 3,000 74,000 6 per cent Royal Marines 

Army 180,000 15,000 1 6 5 , 0 0 0 8 per cent ( i n c l u d i n g ( i n c l ud ing ( i n c l u d i n g 
7,000 1,0C0 6 , 0 0 0 
Gurkhas) Gurkhas) Gurkhas) 

Royal A i r 100,000 	 8 2 , 0 0 0 18 per cent 18,000 Force 

UK-based 2 4 9 , 0 0 0 	 2 3 4 , 0 0 0 6 pe r cent 15,000 c i v i l i ans 

L oca1 ly -ent ered 60,000 4 5 ,  0 0 0 2 5 per cent 15,000 c i v i l i ans 
(MOD and DOE) 
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65, The reductions will bear most heavily, in proportional terms, 


on the Royal Air Force and on locally-entered civilians. This is 


a direct result of our decision to withdraw from many of our non-


TTATO commitments and the consequent reduction in the 

RAF transport fleet. Elsewhere it is not possible to equate 


particular withdrawals with reductions, since the forces 


concerned will in most cases be redeployed to other tasks. Future 


manpower needs have been calculated against the commitments to be 


met tinder our revised defence policy and the new force structures 

-

required to discharge them. 

Service Personnel 


66. Wherever possible the necessary manpower reductions will be 


achieved by normal wastage and by adjustment of recruiting. 


But some redundancies will be unavoidable in certain sectors of the 


Services where age, rank and trade structures have to be maintained. The 


terms of compensation for British 8ervice personnel made redundant are 


essentially  a n updating of those which applied to the redundancy 


programme announced in 1967 (Cmnd. 3357) and implemented since; 

they are outlined in Annex .H'. 

67. The need for redundancies, and the timing of them, will vary 


from Service to Service, as follows :

a.Royal Navy and Royal Marines; Because of existing manpower 
shortages, the incidence of redundancy will be very small, 
probably less than 1000 United Kingdom Service personnel between 
1976 and 1979. At least six months' notice will be given to 
those concerned. Redundancy among locally-enlisted uniformed 
personnel, though kept to a minimum, will be proportionally 

greater. ' 


b. Army; Restructuring will affect nearly all headquarters 


: ' : ' . v 

and units, and trials and 
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detailed studies have still to be conducted. Redundancy has 


therefore been only provisionally assessed. In the region 


of 6,000 all ranks are likely to be involved, of which about 


a quarter are expected to be officers. Officers mainly 


affected will be those aged between hO and 50 in 1980, but 


some in the 30 to UO age bracket may be included. Soldier 


redundancy will affect mainly Warrant Officers and NCOs with 


more than to years service. All those declared redundant 


will receive a minimum of six months' notice, and those 


selected for compulsory redundancy will retain their normal 


right of appeal, An announcement giving full details of the 


first phase of the programme will be made in December 1975, 


and the first officers and soldiers will leave in October 1976. 


c.	 Royal Air Force: The number being made redundant in the 


Royal Air Force will be approximately h,000 and this will 


include 800 officers. In order to maintain a balanced Service 


with good career potential, the programme, which will cover 


a period of two years, will be largely compulsory though 


there will be a voluntary element in it. At least six months' 


notice will be given to those leaving the Service as a result 


of redundancy and there will be provision for appeal against 


compulsory selection. Full details of those selected for the 


first phase of redundancy will be announced during the £ummer 


and the main outflow of officers and airmen will begin towards 


the end of the year. It may be that some will wish to leave 


earlier and this should be possible in certain cases. 


M  l facilities for resettlement advice and assistance will be 


provided for those returning prematurely to civilian life. 


0 0*

C O 	

 Notwithstanding these reductions and redundancies, we shall 
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continue to need men and women of the h ighest c a l i b r e to meet 

the cha l l eng ing task which the Armed Forces w i l l be c a l l e d upon to 

perform. We s h a l l not the re fo re r e l a x our r e c r u i t i n g e f f o r t and 

w i l l continue to provide f u l l and worthwhi le c a r ee r s f o r a l l those 

who enter . 

n i v i l l an employees in the United Kingdom 

6 9 .	 . We estimate that the number of c i v i l i a n s employed i n 

support of the forces i n the United Kingdom w i l l eventua l l y be 

reduced by about 1 5 , 0 0 0 , l a r g e l y by normal wastage. Where redundancy 

is unavoidab le , for example because of the complete c l o su re of an 

establ ishment, the employees a f f ec ted w i l l be - e l i g i b l e for payments 

under the P r i n c i p a l C i v i l Serv ice Pension Scheme. These a r e in 

general more favourable than those p r e sc r i b ed under the Redundancy 

Payments Ac t . As much not i ce as p o s s i b l e w i l l be g iven to employees 

and to t h e i r Trades Union and S t a f f A s soc i a t i ons and there w i l l be 

f u l l consu l t a t i on as p lans become more advanced. 

Loca l ly -entered c i v i l i a n s abroad 

7 0 . Some 1 5 , 0 0 0 l o c a l l y - e n t e r e d c i v i l i a n s employed in support of 

the Serv ices abroad w i l l be a f f e c t ed by the withdrawal from overseas 

bases. The i r d ischarge w i l l be phased in accordance with rundown 

plans to be determined by the l o c a l Serv ice a u t h o r i t i e s . I n d i v i d u a l 

employees w i l l be given as much not ice as p o s s i b l e of t h e i r 

d ischarge. They w i l l be paid the terminal b e n e f i t s and redundancy 


compensation provided f o r i n the i r cond i t ions of s e r v i c e . 


"ORGANISATION OF THE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE 


71. A management review of the objectives and structure of the Ministry 

of Defence will be carried out in conjunction with the Civil Service 

Department. This is one of a series of management reviews of major 

Government Departments, but the specific purpose in this case is to adjust 

the size and shape of the Ministry of Defence following the Defence Review. " 
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INDUSTRIAL AND EMPLOYMENT IMPLICATIONS 


At present we estimate that the numbers employed in the 


defence industries on contracts placed by the Ministry of Defence w 


be reduced by about 10,000, or about h per cent of the total, over 


a five-year period. This is a broad estimate which takes account 


of expected improvements in productivity as well as the future 


content of the equipment programme. It will be some time before 


the adjustments to our equipment proposals are fully reflected in 


the workload of firms or factories. The reduction will fall 


unevenly, affecting some firms and localities more severely than 


others. Among the main firms are Westlands'at Yeovil and the Small 


Engine Division of Rolls Royce at Watford, both of which will be 


affected by the cuts in requirements for helicopters. A reduction 


in the planned rate of delivery of the MRCA for the Royal Air Force 


will affect the production of British Aircraft Corporation in 


Lancashire, and of Rolls Royce at Bristol and Coventry which is 

''' 1 -?-) -A-y f i iff'.1'  ' : - V ' '.' ' ' ' 

responsible for the RB199 engine. Reductions in the numbers of 

in-eervice aircraft will affect Hawker Siddeley Aviation at 

M a n c h e s t e r and Bitteswell and Rolls Royce at East Kilbride and 

Coventry. The conventional armaments industry is not likely to 

suffer much change in employment. The shipbuilding industry 

however, will be given less work. The exact implications for each 

firm cannot be assessed until forward equipment programmes have 

been revised in detail. However, the main firms likely to be 

affected have been notified of the probable consequences so that 

the;/ can study the implications, and consult their employees. 
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There has also heen consultation with the defence industries throui 


the National Defence Industries Council. 


Royal Ordnance Factories 


73 J^l Until the future equipment programmes for the three Services 

have been worked out in more detail it will not be possible to 

assess the effects on the future workload of the Royal Ordnance 

Factories. But it is hoped that the overall level of employment 

will not be seriously affected. These factories carry out a 

substantial amount of defence sales work for export, and scope 

may exist for them to undertake more commercial work should this 

be necessary. 

The Royal Dockyards 

lo-Sf^ It i s intended to maintain the capacity of the Royal Dockyard 

at about the present level. Warship repairs and refits will 

continue to be their main task. This load will not be greatly 

reduced. .Although there will be some reduction in work on surface, 

ships and conventionally-powered submarines, an increasing

proportion of dockyard capacity will be taken up by the growing 

numbers of nuclear-powered submarines. Some spare capacity is 

expected to arise, mainly from 1977-78 onwards; it is not possible 

to predict how it will be filled, but the emphasis will be on 

absorbing naval work which would otherwise have been placed to 

contract, for example refits of Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessels. 

Suitable additional repayment work will also be undertaken. In 

r i l l i n g spare capacity full regard will be paid to the possible 

effects on employment elsewhere. 
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NEW PATTERNS OF DEFENCE EXPENDITURE 


izyW. As a result of the Defence Review the cost of the planned 

defence programme over the period to 1 9 8 3 - 8  4 has been reduced from 

an average of  £ 4 , 0  million a year to an average of less than 3 0

£3,800 million a year. As compared with the forecast of expenditure 


completed early last year it is as follows:

(£m at 1 9 7 4 Survey Prices) 
annual average 

4 

1 9 7 5 - 6 1976-7 1 9 7 7 - 8 1 9 7 8 - 9 1 9 7 9 - 8 0 - 1 9 8 3 - 4 

Previous 

4 5 3 04,000 4,070 , 1 0 4 , 0 4 , 4 5 0 Programme 


Defence 

3 , 7 0 0 3,800 3,800 3,800  3 , 7 9 0Review 


Difference 3 0 0 270 3 5 0 5 0 0 660 

The figures for the last five years are necessarily approximate 


at this stage. The total savings over the review period, estimated 


at over  £ 4 , 0  million including a reduction of  £ 7 0 million 7 0 5 

in the final year, represent a 12 per cent reduction from 


the previous programme. 


7 7
 O n the assumption that GNP grows at an average rate of about 3 per 

cent a year over the period as a whole the effect of the Defence 

Review decisions would be to reduce the share of resources absorbed 

by defence from the estimated 197U-75 level of about 5? per cent 

of GNP to hi- per cent of GNP over the next ten years. 

In terms of major resources - manpower, equipment and "other" 


(buildings and miscellaneous stores and services) 
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the proportionate shares of the defence budget based on 197h 

Survey prices for 1974-75 and 1979-80 to 1983-81+ are broadly:-

Annual 

average 


1 9 7 4 - 7 5 1 9 7 9 - 8 0 
83-84 


(fig.
 5 ) 

71 J8ra The Royal Navy's share of , 

the defence budget is planned to increase because the Navy is 

entering a period of re-equipment; but this increase has been 

substantially modified by the reduction in the size of the new con 

struction programme including the decision not to replace the 

present amphibious lift with purpose-built ships. Significant 

savings in Army equipment have been offset by a positive decision 

to keep Army manpower and combat capability at the level necessary 

to enable it to carry out its primary tasks. The large reductions 

in Royal Air Force transport aircraft are offset by the decision t 

retain, a n d  i n some cases improve the strike, attack and 

air defence airforces committed to NATO. An approximate breakdown 

between the Services is:
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1 9 7 9 - 8 0  198 3-4 
1 9 7 4 - 5 (annual average) 

% 
Royal Navy 2  5 2 8 

Army 33 

Royal Air Force 30 

Procurement Executive 8 7 

Miscellaneous 2 2 

lo3s?. Defence Budget estimates for 1 9 7 5 - 6 total £ 4 , 5 4  8 million. 

The difference in cash terms from the target of £3700 million is 
accounted for by pay and price increases of £848 million over the past 
year. In real terms the size of the programme is unchanged as compared 
with the proposals announced on 3 December, and represents about 5f per 
cent of OHP, 

THE REMAINDER OF THIS WHITE PAPER 

'?/ j^C The main purpose of the remainder of this Statement (Chapter I I -

V I T ) is to report on the state of Britain1s defence forces, their 

activities,! deployment and equipment, over the past two years since 

the publication of the last Statement on the Defence Estimates 1973 

(Cmnd. 5231), and before Defence Review decisions were taken. But 

where appropriate the implications of the Defence Review decisions 

set out in this Chapter are described in subsequent Chapters. 
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NATO 
N A  T C Warsaw Pact Warsaw Pact 

T O T A L S O L D I E R S 

S O L D I E R S IN 

. F IGHT iNG UNITS 

MAIN BATTLE T A N K S 

F I E L D G U N S 

T A C T I C A L A I R C R A F T 



THE SALAHCE OP READY FORCES 1ITJ THE EASTERN ATLANT IC 

Soviet 
NATO I Northern 

Fleet 

SURFACE SHIPS 

SUBMARINES 

COMBAT AIRCRAFT 



(fig. 4  ) 

PROPOSED REDUCTIONS IN SPECIALISED 
REINF^RCEMT FORCED FQITTOO" 

BEFORE RE VIEW 

A. ACE MOBILE FORCE (UK CONTRIBUTION) 

1 . Land Element 

AFTER REVIEW 
No change 

z 
UJ 
D 
U. z o o 

B.

One Battalion Group 
* Force Troops 

2. Air Element 
One Harrier Squadron 
Four Wessex helicopters 
+ Tasking Agencies 

 UK MOBILE FORCE 

1  . Land Element 
Reduced to: 

z 
UJ Q
UL z o o 

Three airportahle brigades 
* Divisional troops 
* Logistic Support Force 

2. Air Element 

One airportable brigade group 
(larger and heavier) 

* support and logistic force 

Three Phantom/Jaguar squadrons 
Three Wessex/Puma squadrons 
One Andover squadron 

Same, less Andover sguadron 
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UK JOINT AIRBORNE TASK FORCE 


Headquarters 


Parachute Force (two battalions 4- support) 
Air Transport Force (five Hercules squadrons) 

AMPHIBIOUS FORCE 


Royal Marines brigade headquarters 

4- four commandos tone mountain and arctic trained) 


4- logistic regiment 

4- Army support units 


Two RN Vessex helicopter squadrons 


Two commando ships 


Two assault ships 


Afloat support 


Abandoned. Limited 

parachute capability retained 


Reduced to: 


Royal Marines brigade headquarters 
4- three commandos (one mountain and 

arctic trained) 
4- logistic regiment 
* Army support units 


One RN Vessex helicopter squadron 


HMS Hermes in a secondary role as a 

commando ship 


Two assault ships (one in reserve) 


Afloat support 
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ANNEX H 

REDUNDANCY COMPENSATION FOR THE ARMED FORCES 


1. The compensation to be paid to UK personnel who are made 


redundant is described below. As in past redundancy programmes, 


it will take account of the curtailment of their expected Service 


careers (to which they are committed by binding engagements), 


their loss of prospects, the higher rates of pension which they 


might have earned, had they served longer and the difficulties they 


may face in starting new careers in civilian life. 


2. For officers serving on permanent commissions who are pre
maturely retired, and for servicemen serving on pensionable 


engagements or who would have had a clear prospect of re-engaging 


for pension had the need for redundancy not occurred, compensation 


will take the form of a tax-free lump-sum payment, or Special 


Capital Payment, graduated according to length of service given 


and the length of time for v/hich, but for redundancy, the in
dividual could have expected still to serve before normal retirement, 


y

" ^ v - f c - e * ^ X Ca^Ji£Z£ P ^ - ^ j u ^ i r ^ / ^ r  ̂ L ^ j T Z £ - t^oj&to'  - ^ i ipi i i f^Mifili i i 

-She maximum xalu of Special Capital Payment, will by equivalent Lu 


-18. months1 military salary; this will be paid to those who at the 


time of redundancy would still have had more than 5 years to go 


before normal retirement, and who have already given at least 13 


years' qualifying service .in the case of officers, 

and at least 16 years' qualifying service 


n
i- t h e c a s e of servicemen. The ' 


Special Capital Payment will be smaller for those who have less 


than 5 years still to go or have already served for more than 


12 years but less than 13 (or 16 ) . It will be based on the rate 


Qf pay received by the individual at the time of leaving the 


Service, whether in an acting, temporary or substantive rank. 
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REDUNDANCY COMPENSATION FOR THE ARMED FORCES 


1. The compensation to be paid to UK personnel who are made 


redundant is described below. As in past redundancy programmes, 


it will take account of the curtailment of their expected Service 


careers (to which they are committed by binding engagements), 


their loss of prospects, the higher rates of pension which they 


might have earned had they served longer and the difficulties they 


may face in starting new careers in civilian life. 


2. For officers serving on permanent commissions who are pre
maturely retired, and for servicemen serving on pensionable 


engagements or who would have had a clear prospect of re-engaging 


for pension had the need for redundancy not occurred, compensation 


will take the form of a tax-free lump-sum payment, or Special 


Capital Payment, graduated according to length of service given 


and the length of time for which, but for redundancy, the in
dividual could have expected still to serve before normal retirement. 

^ ^rvjt-c-c^X C a ^ J l & ^ L P a ^ ^ j ^ t ' ^ / ^ r ^ ^ j r *-c-̂ z56,v ' - ^ l'j u i  

-£he maximum iale of Special Capital PayflienL will be eqUTValanl L u — 


-18. months1 military salary; this will be paid to those who at the 


time of redundancy would still have had more than 5 years to go 


before normal retirement, and who have already given at least 13 


years' qualifying service .in the case of officers, 


and at least 16 years' qualifying service 

in t h e c a s e of servicemen. The ' -


Special Capital Payment will be smaller for those who have less 


than 5 years still to go or have already served for more than 


12 years but less than 1 3 (or 16). It will be based on the rate 


of Pay received by the individual at the'time of leaving the 


Service, whether in an acting, temporary or substantive rank. 




3 . Normal retirement benefits (ie retired pay/pension and terminal 
£rant) will be paid to those made redundant, subject to two 
extensions of the rules:

(a) The normal minimum length of service required to qualify 


for immediate retired pay/pension (16'years1 reckonable service 


from age 21 for officers, 22 years from age 18 for servicemen) 


w i l l  b e r e d u c e d t o 


1 2 years" qualifying service; those who have given at least, 
1 ? years' qualifying service, but less than 16 (or 2 2 ) , will 
receive immediate retired pay/pension and terminal grant 
proportionate to the service they have actually given. 
(b) For officers the normal requirement of 2 years' service 


in the substantive rank will be waived, and for servicemen 


account may be taken of any paid rank held earlier if this 


was higher than the substantive rank held at the date of 


discharge. 


4. Those who have given less than 12 years' qualifying service 


at the time of redundancy will not qualify for immediate retired pay/ 


pension; they will however receive a Special Capital Payment 


graduated according to length of service and rising to 19 months' 

military salary for those with eleven years1 qualifying service, 


together with any other terminal benefits to which the service they 

have given would, normally entitle them. 


5. The terms set out above apply to the categories described in 


paragraph 2. Special arrangements will apply to certain categories 


of officers and other ranks serving on commissions or engagements 


which do not qualify for immediate pension. 
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CHAPTER II 


DEFENCE AND DETENTE 


1. The Government is working and will continue to work for 


real and lasting detente in Europe through the North Atlantic 


Alliance, which we regard as an instrument of detente no less 


than of defence. Progress in pursuit of detente, if it is not 


to be illusory, must be based on a strong and united NATO 


Alliance, across the Atlantic and within Europe, and on genuine 


attempts to negotiate measures of arms limitation and control 


to provide a more stable relationship in Europe and undiminished 


security for both East and Vest. Such attempts must take full 


account of the military situation described below. 


THE MILITARY BALANCE 


2. The Soviet Union has achieved rough strategic nuclear parity 


with the United States (recently re-affirmed by the Strategic 


Arms Limitation agreement in principle at Vladivostok, referred 


to in paragraph 32 below) and is developing an improved armoury 


of strategic nuclear weapons designed at least to maintain it. 


New delivery systems include four new types of Intercontinental 


Ballistic Missiles (ICBMs), some of which are being developed to 


carry Multiple Independently-targetable Re-entry Vehicles (MIRVs); 


and further work is proceeding on the hardening of ICBM silos. 


Delta class submarines, equipped with new submarine-launched 


ballistic missiles (SLBMs) with a range of over 4,000 miles, 


greatly increase the geographical area from which a strategic 


nuclear threat against NATO can be mounted. 
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3. In addition, the Warsaw Pact faces the Alliance with a 


marked superiority in manpower and conventional weapons. In 


Central Europe the disparities are over 2? to 1 in tanks, over 


2 to 1 in divisions and in aircraft, and about 2 to 1 in field 


guns. The Warsaw Pact has about 20 per cent more soldiers 


and some 30 to L0 per cent more in fighting unite. On NATO's 


northern flank the disparities are even greater. 


h. The disparities quoted for Central Europe do not take account 


of forces stationed in the Soviet Union itself. In a time of 


tension Warsaw Pact forces in Poland, Czechoslovakia 


and the German Democratic Republic could be rapidly reinforced 


by substantial air and ground formations currently held in the 


western USSR; and the present imbalance of forces in Central 


Europe would be increased. 


5. Nor can numerical comparisons alone give a wholly adequate 


picture. The Warsaw Pact has geographical advantages and in the 


main has standardised equipment. It is making rapid progress in 


modernising and re-equipping its forces and in reducing such 


advantages in quality as NATO still possesses. Over the last five 


years the Poviet Union has improved and increased the capability of 


its forces to a much greater extent than in any previous five-year 
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period in peacetime and these improvements have in some 

cases been reflected in the forces of other Warsaw Pact countries. 

Soviet tank and motor rifle divisions in Eastern Germany have increa

sed in manpower strength by about 15 per cent and 20 per cent 

respectively. Motor rifle divisions now have some 50 per cent more tanks. 

than before 1970. Notable recent additions in equipment include a modern 

infantry combat vehicle, several low to medium-altitude surface

to-air missiles systems and excellent new artillery and engineer 

equipments. Tactical nuclear missile delivery systems have 

increased in numbers and improved in mobility. 

6. The Soviet Union has also emerged as a maritime super power. It 

has developed a large, modern, well-equipped fleet of cruisers, 

destroyers and escorts, over 1,000 naval aircraft and some 320 

operational submarines of which over 120 are nuclear-powered. Two 

aircraft carriers are under construction. The Warsaw Pact's 

building rate for nuclear-powered submarines is now twice that of 

NATO. The numbers of Warsaw Pact and NATO surface ships 

are broadly similar, but Allied surface vessels include a very 

much higher proportion of older ships and carry substantially fewer 

offensive or defensive missile systems. Furthermore, such numerical 

comparisons disguise the full extent of the imbalance between the 

Soviet submarine fleet,which is now increasingly nuclear-powered, 

and the capability of NAT0's anti-submarine forces.The Soviet threat at 

sea therefore comes more from the. very large submarine force and from the 

Soviet Union's substantial building programme which is improving 

the quality and average age of the Soviet fleet compared with those 

of the Alliance. The maritime balance has shifted, and is 
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continuing to shift, markedly in favour of the Warsaw Pact. In 


the Eastern Atlantic Area, NATO's mainly British maritime forces 


at immediate readiness for forward defence are already outnumbered. 


The Soviet Navy has expanded out of all proportion to Soviet seaborne 


trade. 


7. Warsaw Pact air forces and missile systems have also been 


improved over the last five years, in particular with the 


introduction of large numbers of technologically-advanced 


multi-role aircraft. 


The MIG 25 FOXBAT all-weather 


interceptor and reconnaissance aircraft for instance is capable of 


Mach 3 at altitudes in excess of 60,000 feet.1 This aircraft 


and the new MIG 23 FLOGGER ground attack fighter are already deployed 


on airfields in East Germany, while the introduction is imminent of the new 


FENCER multi-role aircraft and the BACKFIRE medium bomber, both 


of which are supersonic. The Soviet Air Force is continually 


improving its ability to penetrate Western defences through the 


extensive use of electronic warfare to jam radars and communications. 


The Soviet Air Forces in Europe are less vulnerable than those of NATO 


because they are dispersed over more airfields and across a wider area. 


Their vulnerability on the ground has been further reduced by the 


construction of large numbers of aircraft shelters. 


8. Soviet expenditure on defence for 1 9 7  5 is officially stated 
to be 17,430 million roubles, which is a reduction on the compara
ble figure for 1 9 7 4  . This is difficult to reconcile with the 
facts described above. In fact, substantial additional expenditure 
for defence purposes, in particular for military research and 
development, is carried on other Soviet budgets. If frhis ia frateew 
4nto account, total Soviet defonoo oponding for 1975 will be ovci' 
30,000 million roubloo and in roal terms will show an increase of about 
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Deployed as they are, these 


Soviet forces represent a powerful instrument of war. 


Their increasing capabilities must be measured not only in terms 


of military potential, but also as a possible means of reinforcing 


political pressure without recourse to overt hostilities. 


9 . The strategic nuclear forces of the West are the ultimate 

deterrent against strategic nuclear attack. But in a period of 

strategic parity they do not necessarily constitute a credible 


deterrent against lower levels of aggression. For this purpose 


the West must also deploy credible numbers of conventional and tactical 


nuclear forces. These can be provided in an effective way only through 


the North Atlantic Alliance, to whose support the G-overnment is fully 


committed. 


DEVELOPMENTS IN NATO 


10. On 26 June 1 9 7 4 the Heads of Government of North Atlantic 

Treaty nations signed a Declaration on Atlantic 

Relations, previously agreed by Foreign Ministers at the Ottawa 

Meeting of the North Atlantic Council. The members of the 

Alliance thus re-dedicated themselves to the aims and ideals of 

the North Atlantic Treaty in the year of the twenty-fifth 

anniversary of its signature. 

The Defence Planning Committee 

11. Meetings of the NATO Defence Planning Committee in 


Ministerial Session were held in June and December
 1 9 7 ^ - . 
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Substantial progress continued to be made during the year in 


improving NATO*s conventional forces in accordance with agreed 


priorities, including the important fields of anti-armour and 


low-level air defence. In December Ministers agreed that the 


guidance for future NATO defence planning, which they are due 


to issue at their next meeting, should look well into the 1980s 


and set objectives, within the framework of existing NATO 


strategy^for co-operative efforts to obtain maximum efficiency 


from the force levels and resources which the Alliance can 


reasonably expect to have at its disposal. These co-operative 


efforts include studies designed to achieve increased collabor

ation and standardisation in the field of defence equipment, 


greater rationalisation of defence tasks through new co-operative 


arrangements (particularly in the training and support areas), 


and improved flexibility in the use of NATO's forces. * 


The Nuclear Planning Group 


1?. As a permanent member, the United Kingdom has continued to play 


a leading part in NATO's Nuclear Planning Group. 


At the regular half-yearly meetings NATO Ministers 


of Defence have kept under review the balance of strategic nuclear 


forces between the Soviet Union and the United States. Studies 


are continuing on the political and military implications of 


possible defensive use of nuclear weapons by NATO. 


EUROPEAN DEFENCE CO-OPERATION 


13. The Government attaches particular importance to European 


defence co-operation within the framework of the Alliance, 


especially over the joint procurement of equipment, in order to 
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achieve economies and to increase fighting efficiency by 

enhancing the ability of Allied units to operate together. 

Successful joint projects so far include the Anglo-French 

Jaguar and the Lynx, Puma and Gazelle helicopters. We are making 

good progress with Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany in 

the development of the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MRCA) and the 

medium artillery pieces, FH 70 and SP 70* Equipment collaboration 

also facilitates joint logistic support and training arrangements, 

like those now being discussed among the five European countries 

who have agreed to purchase the Lance surface-to-surface missile 

system from the United States. 

14-. In the course of 1974- the Government proposed that the 

Eurogroup should both strengthen its own arrangements for equip

ment collaboration and evolve a rational policy towards 

the procurement of US defence equipment. As a result of this 

initiative Defence Ministers agreed at the Eurogroup meeting in 

June 197 -̂ thatj in the interests of the Alliance, there was a need 

to maintain a highly developed technological, scientific and 

industrial base in Europe, and at the same time to seek the 

closest possible co-operation in arms production and procurement 

between the countries of North America and Europe. At their 

meeting in December 1974- the Defence Ministers agreed that compre

hensive joint examination of national forward plans for procure

ment was essential to ensure that worthwhile opportunities for 

collaboration were taken up. 


15. The European NATO countries continue to make a substantial 

contribution to the strength of the Alliance. The 01,000 million 
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European Defence Improvement Programme, was adopted "by the 

ten Eurogroup countries in 1970 (Cmnd. 4592) and was designed 

to improve the effectiveness of national forces committed to 

NATO and to accelerate certain common projects of major military 

significance,, it is now approaching a successful conclusion. In 

the communique following their December 1974 meeting, Eurogroup 

Defence Ministers were able to announce plans for the introduc

tion into service in 1975 of an impressive list of major new 

equipments. 

16. The Defence Ministers of the ten European countries par

ticipating in the Eurogroup have continued to find it a valuable 


forum in which they can discuss the major 


defence issues facing the Alliance, and give 


direction to the practical work of co-operation that is carried 


out in the various Eurogroup sub-groups. 


To this end they commissioned and discussed a report on the 


future trends in European defence and reiterated their determin

ation that the Eurogroup should play the important part 


ty developing European defence capabilities most 


effectively within the framework of the Alliance as a 


whole. The Secretary of State for Defence has accepted the 


invitation of his Ministerial colleagues in the Eurogroup to act 


as their Chairman during 1975 and it will be the Government1s 


aim to carry this important work forward. 


The Western European Union (WEU) 


17. The WEU has continued to provide a means whereby parlia

mentarians from the seven member countries can meet to debate 
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defence matters and make their views known to the member 


governments in the WEU Council. 


EAST/VEST RELATIONS 


18. In pursuit of measures of detente, the 

Government is at present engaged with other members of the NATO Alliance 


in negotiations aimed at establishing a safer and more productive 


relationship with the Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern 


Europe - in the Conference on Security and Co-operation in 


Europe in Geneva, where neutral and non-aligned countries 


also participate, and in the negotiations on mutual and balanced 


force reductions in Vienna. The British Government is 


playing a full and positive role in both these negotiations. 


Developments in them are described in more detail below. 


19. But progress depends on both sides being willing to negotiate 


constructively. Detente must mean the establishment of long-term, 


fruitful and mutually beneficial co-operation between states, 


irrespective of their political, economic and social systems on 


the basis of full equality and mutual respect. Only such progress 


can reassure those who fear that detente is viewed by some within 


the Warsaw Pact as a device to divide and lull the West while the 


East pursues a goal of progressively shifting the balance of power 


in favour of the Soviet Union. The West as a whole needs to be 


convinced that neither force, nor the threat of force will be used 


against any member of the Alliance or against neutrals, and that 


verifiable arms control measures can be agreed which will increase 


rather than diminish the security of both East and West, In this 


respect the current East-West negotiations are an acid test of the 


determination of both sides to turn the rhetoric of detente into 


reality, 


The Conference on Security and Co-operation in Euror^ (CSCE) 

2 0  35 nations are taking part in the Conference on Security and 

Co-operation in Europe. Our aim at the CSCE is to seek to establish 
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a more civilised relationship between the countries of Europe, built 


upon trust rather than suspicion and upon actions rather than words. 


2 1 . After an initial meeting of Foreign Ministers in July 1 9 7 3 J 


where the f u l  l agenda was agreed, detailed discussions began 


in Geneva during the following September. The Conference covers 


a wide range of major issues, including political and military 


security; commercial, economic and technological co-operation; 


and measures designed to increase contacts among people and the 


freer flow of information and ideas. 


2 2 . The discussions about the military aspects of security have 


concentrated on measures designed to increase confidence in 


Europe about the military intentions of other participants. In 


this area of discussions, as throughout the Conference, we have 


been working closely with our NATO Allies. We have been seeking 


detailed arrangements for the prior notification on a voluntary 


basis of major military manoeuvres and movements and the exchange 


of observers at military manoeuvres. 


.23. Progress on the central issues of the Conference has be%$.-slcw. 

%any of the subjects have, never before been the subject of multi
lateral discussion and most participants are not prepared to agpee 

to declarations of Intent which are unsupported by tangible measures 

to implement these good intentions. The Conference is therefore 

seeking to give practical effect to the common desire for detente. 

The Government believes that given sufficient progress on outstanding 

issties^th^third i*jy*ge of the Conference should be held at summit 

level lib ooon^alr^ic^stble. The Government also believes that 

arrangements should be made to assess progress made in putting the 

decisions of the Conference into practical effect, and on this 

basis ensure that the multilateral dialogue begun at the Conference 

should continue. 


2 U . A Conference of this kind cannot, of course, solve all of 


Europe's problems of security and co-operation. But as a result 


of protracted and hard negotiations, we hope that the Conference 


will reach agreement on specific measures which will help to lower 


barriers in Edrope, contribute to growing understanding between 


East and West, and increase confidence among all European states 
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about each others''political and military intentions. 


Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR) 


2 5 . After a NATO initiative, and following exploratory talks 

during the first part of 1 9 7 3 * substantive East/West negotiations 

on mutual and balanced force reductions began in Vienna in October 

1 9 7 3 . The general objective of the negotiations, agreed by all 

Governments concerned, is "to contribute to a more stable relation

ship and to the strengthening of peace and security in Europe". 

The aim of any agreement reached will be to provide 

undiminished security for both East and West at a lower level of 

forces. 

26. The main concern of the Alliance is the fact that the Warsaw Pacfs 


conventional ground forces in Central Europe (the area covered by 


the negotiations) significantly outnumber those of the West in 


manpower and major equipments (see paragraphs 3 - 5 and 7 above). 


In addition, the Warsaw Pact has considerable geographical 


advantages which would enable any Soviet troops withdrawn as a 


result of an MBFR agreement to return swiftly to forward positions 


across only 1+00 miles of land with a choice of many good 


reinforcement routes. Similar forces withdrawn by the United 


States would have to cross 3 * 0 0 0 miles of ocean. 


2 7 . The Allied negotiators have therefore proposed that 


eaeh side should 


reduce its conventional ground forces manpower in Central Europe to a 


"common ceiling" and that such reductions should take into 


account current disparities in combat capability. NATO has 


suggested that the first phase of reduction leadincr t n w n ^ e 


"this ultimate aim of approximate parity should be made by the 
United States and the Soviet Union, both of whom occupy a special 
place in their respective Alliances, and whose military resources 
are far greater than those of the other participants, " 
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28. For their part, Warsaw Pact negotiators have proposed 

equal percentage reductions in Central Europe of all the forces 

of both sides. Such an outcome would not correct but would 

perpetuate the current imbalance of forces in the Warsaw Pact*s 

favour, albeit at lower levels. It would not contribute to the 

agreed objective of a more stable relationship; nor would it be 

compatible with the maintenance of undiminished security for all 

the parties concerned. NATO forces, already smaller than the 

Warsaw Pacfs, could be reduced to a level at which they could 

no longer constitute an effective defence against the superior 

Warsaw Pact forces facing them; in which event their deterrent 

value would be seriously impaired. 

29. The outcome of the negotiations will therefore be of crucial 

importance for the security of the Alliance, and Allied positions 

and tactics have been closely co-ordinated at every stage. The 

unity maintained by Allied negotiators in Vienna is a tribute to 

the value of the NATO consultative machinery, and to the willing

ness of Allied Governments to subordinate national airaB and 

preoccupations to the common interest. 
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J O . The gap between the NATO and Warsaw Pact positions remains 

wide and little substantive progress has been achieved so far. But the 

negotiations are taking place in a businesslike atmosphere and 

the Government therefore believes that, given goodwill and 

perseverance by both sidesman acceptable outcome can be achieved. 

3 1 . The British Government will continue to work for a successful 

outcome to the negotiations and does not plan In advance of mutual and 

balanced force reductions, to reduce the forces which we maintain 

in the Federal Republic of Germany below the level agreed in 

accordance with the Brussels Treaty. 

US/USSR Bilateral Negotiations 

32. The second phase of the bilateral Strategic Arms Limitation 

Talks (SALT) began in November 1972. An agreement 

in principle was reached by President Ford and General Secretary 

Brezhnev in Vladivostok in November 1974- on an outline of 

a new agreement on strategic weapons. This provides 

for the limitation of strategic land and sea-based missile 

launchers and bombers to an equal aggregate level of 2,400 on each 

side. The introduction of strategic bombers into the negotiations 

is a notable innovation. The outline also sets a common ceiling 

for each side of 1,320 missiles equipped with 

Multiple Independently-targetable Re-entry Vehicles (MIRVs). A 

new agreement on these lines would be a significant advance on the 

Interim Strategic Arms Limitation Agreement of May 1972 (SALT I) in that 

it would effectively establish a state of rough overall strategic equivalance. 
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United States tactical nuclear forces in Europe and the nuclear 

forces of third parties are excluded from the terms agreed at 

Vladivostok. The British Government welcomes the Vladivostok 

agreement as an important step towards further limitation of 

strategic arms and as opening the way to the negotiation of 

reductions in strategic force levels. Detailed negotiations 

between the United States and Soviet Governments resumed in Geneva 

on 31 January 1975. Together with her NATO Allies, the United Kingdom 

is kept informed of progress in SALT through close consultations 

with the United States in the North Atlanic Council. 

33. The US/USSR summit in Moscow in June and July 1974 also 

produced significant agreements. A protocol to the Treaty on 

Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems was signed, reducing to one the 

number of sites in each of the two countries where such systems 

may be deployed. And a limit of 150 kilotons, to be effective 

from 31 March 1976, was agreed as the maximum yield of 

underground nuclear weapons tests. (This agreement does not 

apply to underground nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes, 

which are to be governed by another agreement to be negotiated 

as soon as possible). 
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OTHER ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT DEVELOPMENTS 


3k. The United Kingdom, pledged to play a full part in 


international efforts to reduce the risk of armed conflict, to 


achieve disarmament and to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons, 


is actively involved in multilateral discussions of arms 


limitation and disarmament Issues in the Conference of the 


Committee on Disarmament in Geneva and elsewhere. The Government 


attaches major importance to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation 


of Nuclear Weapons and to the Conference which, in May 1 9 7 5 in 


Geneva, will review the operation of the Treaty. As a depositary 


power for the Treaty, the United Kingdom is playing an active 


part in preparations for the Conference. We also intend to play 


an active role at the Conference itself. A joint Anglo-Soviet 


declaration on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons was 


signed in Moscow on.17 February 1 9 7 5 , which should give further 


impetus to multilateral efforts to strengthen and ensure the 


effectiveness of the Treaty. 


35. The United Kingdom sent a team of legal, medical and military 


experts to the Conference of Government Experts held by the 


International Committee of the Red Cross in Lucerne in September 


and October 197k, to discuss weapons that may cause unnecessary 


suffering or have indiscriminate effects. The Conference produced 


a report for discussion at the Diplomatic Conference on Humanitarian 


Law in Armed Conflict, at which the United Kingdom was also 


represented. The Government has contributed constructively to 


discussion In the United Nations on a number of disarmament issues. 
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36. The Government look forward to depositing, in the near future, 
the United Kingdom's Instruments of Ratification of the Convention 
on the Prohibition of Development, Production and Stockpiling of 
Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on their 
Destruction, 1972, in co-ordination with the Governments of the 
United States and the Soviet Union, and to the consequent entry 
into force of this Convention. 

NORTHERN IRELAND 


37. It has always been the Governmenfs aim to obtain a political 
solution to the problems of Northern Ireland. By acting to elim
inate terrorism, the Services are playing their part in helping to 


create an environment where political progress can be made. The 


Services will remain in Northern Ireland for as long and in such 


strength as is necessary to achieve this objective. 


3 8 . There was a temporary break in Provisional IRA hostilities 
between 22 December 1974 and 16 January 1975, at which stage violence 
was resumed by that organisation. Both during the ceasefire and 
afterwards the Security Forces' activities were related to the level 
of violence that occurred. A further cessation of violence was 
announced to begin on 10 February. Certain procedures and safeguards 
have been designed to reduce the risk of a fresh outbreak of violence. 
3 9 . The beginning of 1974 saw the creation of a power-sharing 
Executive in Northern Ireland. The Executive fell following a strike 
led by the Ulster Workers'Council in May. The Security Forces will 
nevertheless continue to strive for conditions of peace and stability 
in which the arrangements for a Constitutional Convention may go 
ahead smoothly, with the objective of creating new institutions 
based on genuine participation in Government by both communities. 
40. In 1974 the Armed Services pursued a steady campaign against 


terrorism from whatever source. It was conducted with the utmost 


care to avoid unnecessary inconvenience to law-abiding citizens. 


% their rigorous work throughout the year to frustrate 
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lawlessness, the Security Forces greatly undermined the 


strength of, and support in the community for, the terrorist 


organisations. The level of violence was significantly reduced 


and 1 9 7  4 marked a period of steady progress in restoring 


law and order. 


4 1 . During the year 1 , 3 6 7 people were arrested and charged with 


offences of a terrorist nature, of which 155related to murder or attempted 


murder. 188 people were given Detention Orders under the Northern Ireland 


(Fmergency Provisions) Act. 1 , 2 6  0 firearms, 1 5 0 , 0 0  0 rounds of 


ammunition and nearly 2  4 tons of explosive were recovered. These 


successes were reflected in the gradual hut significant reduction in 


the nature and number of violent incidents, particularly in the 


large cities. There were 1  6 rocket attacks by the Provisional 


IRA in which 2  4 rockets were fired; and a total of 1 1 6 mortar 


bombs were fired on 1  6 occasions, often in conjunction with rocket 


or small arms fire. The level of bombing-at a monthly average of 


57 for 1 9 7 4 - was lower than in 1 9 7 3 when the figure was 


over 81 per month. Similarly, shooting incidents-at a monthly 


average of 2 6  7 -were fewer than in 1 9 7  3 when there were on average 


U18 shootings a month. Since January 1 9 7 4 £ 7 4 . J 7 awards for 


gallantry have been made to British forces personnel in Northern 


Ireland. . 


42. 


The weakening of the terrorist forces in Belfast and 


Londonderry and the arrests of many of their leaders forced 


terrorist activities to be diverted to the rural andborder areas, 


where bombs and booby-traps were. used mainly against the 


Security Forces. 
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U3. The careful gathering of intelligence as a result 


of increasing co-operation from the public contributed greatly 


to the Security Forces' success. Close surveillance 


was maintained on areas where terrorists or their munitions 


were likely to be and possible supply routes were intercepted. 


During the year a number of unapproved border crossing points 


were effectively closed. 


kk. The Royal Military Police, whose second Regiment was formed 


during 197U, provided invaluable support to the Royal Ulster 


Constabulary. All three United Kingdom-based Royal Marines 


Commandos undertook peace-keeping duties in the infantry role 


and in 1973 hO Commando, Royal Marines, was awarded a Wilkinson "Sword 


of Peace" in recognition of efforts to improve community relations in 


Belfast. In 197h this award was won by the 1st Battalion, The Prince 


of Wales's Own Regiment of Yorkshire for similar community 


relations work. Ships of the Fleet, together with Royal Air Force 


long-range marine craft, maintained anti-gun-running patrols. Royal 


Navy craft also patrolled in Lough Carlingford and Lough Foyle. 


Royal Air "tforce helicopters gave valuable support in operational 


situations. Squadrons of the RAF Regiment continued 


to provide close protection for the airfield at Aldergrove and the 


radar unit at Bishops Court; and in 1973 supported the Army on the 


streets of Londonderry. 


k5. The Ulster Defence Regiment continued to provide an 
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invaluable aid to the Regular Services. 


4 6 . During 1 9 7  4 the Regular force level was reduced from 1  6 to 1 3 


major units in the infantry role and now consists of about 1 4 , 0 0  0 


men. There were temporary reinforcements on a number of 


occasions, for example in May 1 9 7  4 during the Ulster Workers' 


Council strike, and twice in October 1 9 7  4 during the United Kingdom 


General Election and after the burning of the Maze prison. During 


the Ulster Workers' Council strike^reinforcements enabled the Army 


to take over and run on a limited scale the supply of petrol and 


fuel oils. A total of 5 1 major units in the infantry role served 


in Northern Ireland during 1 9 7  4 and seven of these were on their 


fifth tour. 


4 7  . The Northern Ireland (Emergency Provisions) Act, which came 


into force in August 1 9 7 3  , provides limited powers for soldiers to 


stop, question, search and arrest. It has been renewed until 


July 1 9 7 5 to enable full consideration to be given to the recommenda

tions of the Gardiner Committee (Cmnd. 5 8 4 7  ) and any subsequent 

' " ' i i 


legislation to be enacted. 


DEFENCE AND RESOURCES 


The Law of the Sea Conference 


48. The Third United Nations Law of the Sea Conference, which 


opened in New York in December 1 9 7 3  , is concerned with a number 
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of issues of direct defence significance, notably freedom of 


navigation and overflight,as well as more general issues such as 


fishing rights, access to seabed resources, and pollution control. 


The Ministry of Defence played a full part in the work of the 


United Kingdom delegation at the first substantive session of the 


Conference in Caracas in Summer 1 9 7  4 and is similarly involved, at 


the present session of the Conference which began in Geneva on 


17 March 1 9 7 5 . 


Offshore Interests 


49.	 The increasing scale and importance of British offshore 


interests and the need to safeguard them is extending the work of 


the Services in support of the appropriate civil authorities. The 


main new development is the exploitation of the gas and oil 


resources of the Continental Shelf. To meet these additional 


duties^five new vessels will be built for distant 


patrols in our offshore waters. These will fill the gap between 


the small mine countermeasures vessels,at present used for coastal 


fishery protection work, and frigates. A number of 


existing RAF aircraft will be modified for offshore surveillance work. 


Meanwhile, the present system of patrols by aircraft and frigates 


in the area of the offshore oil installations will be supplemented 


by the deployment of two additional Royal Navy vessels later this 


year, one of these will be a specially equipped tug, the Reward, 


and the other, the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for 


Scotland's fishery, protection vessel, Jura, which will be taken on 


loan and manned by the Royal Navy as a warship. 


Energy Conservation 


50. Faced with oil shortages and steeply rising prices, the 


Services further tightened their control over fuel consumption 
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during the winter of 1973-74. Despite a return to nearly normal 
supplies in Spring 1974-, these controls have been maintained so 
as to achieve an overall saving of some 10 per cent in consump
tion in the financial year 1974-75- The measures have entailed 
considerable reductions in the use of transport of all types 
and of domestic fuels. Although these substantial short-term 
savings have been achieved with little detriment to the operational 
capability of the Services, they have cut into the training needed 
to maintain the high professional standards of our forces. 
The Services are therefore examining a range of measures designed 
to achieve greater efficiency in the use of fuel oils and better 
fuel conservation so that they can maintain their contribution 
to the national effort in the longer term without loss of efficiency. 

FORCE IMPROVEMENTS 


51. The capabilities of the British forces have been enhanced 
since 1975 by the introduction of several new weapons systems 
and equipments into service. These include: 

a. Royal Navy 


(i) BUS Swiftsure and BUS Sovereign, the 


first of the modified "Swiftsure" class of 


nuclear-powered submarines; 


(ii) the first Type 42 guided-missile destroyer, 


HUS Sheffield; 


(iii) the first type 21 frigate, HMS Amazon; 


(iv) HMS Wilton a mine countermeasures 


vessel with a glassy-reinforced plastic hull; 


(v) the Sea Dart (surface-to-air), Exocet (surface-to
surface), Ikara (anti-submarine) and Martel (air-to-surface) 

guided-missile systems; 
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(vi) "the Mark 2h Tigerfish and Mark U6 anti
submarine torpedoes; 


b. Army 


(i) the Rapier low-level surface-to-air missile 


system; 


(ii) the Anglo-French Gazelle light helicopter; 


(iii) the Scorpion tracked reconnaissance vehicle; 


£. Royal Air Force 


(i) the Anglo-French Jaguar aircraft in two 


offensive support squadrons, to replace two 


squadrons of Phantom FGR2s which are transferring 


to the air defence role$ 


(ii) the Anglo-French Martel air-to-surface 


missile; 


(iii) the Rapier low-level surface-to-air missile 


system. 


52, All armoured regiments have now been re-equipped with the 


Chieftain main battle tank and with the Swingfire anti-tank' 


missile system, which has also entered service in some mechanised 


infantry battalions. The Vulcan SR2 has replaced the Victor 


B(Sft)2 in the strategic reconnaissance role. Victor Mk 2 aircraft 


are being converted to the tanker role and will progressively 


replace Victor K1s; the first converted aircraft have already 


entered service. 


Future Equipment 


53. Weapons systems and equipments which are expected to enter 
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service in the coming year include: 


a., three Type 21 frigates; 


b. the 105mm light gunj 


c. the Clansman range of combat net radios; 
d. the Blowpipe man-portable missile system for 


very-low-level air defence; 


j 3 . three strike/attack Jaguar squadrons; and 


f. one strike/attack Buccaneer squadron. 


54. Outstanding among a succession of new weapons systems and equip 


ments which will come into service in the period up to the middle 1980s 


a new class of anti-submarine cruisers, the first of which, 


HMS Invincible, is under construction; and the Multi-Role 


Combat Aircraft, which has now entered a further stage of 


development and is eventually expected to form about half the 


planned combat front line strength of the Royal Air Force. In addi
tion, the Lance tactical nuclear missile has been ordered from the 


United States. 


Reinforcement and Mobilisation 


55. A thorough review of the United Kingdom's reinforcement and 


mobilisation plans is being undertaken. We expect that, through 

rationalisation and other measures to exploit available resources 


to their full, movement time between the United Kingdom and the 


continent for individual and unit reinforcements (both Regular 


and Reservist) will be reduced by about 30 per cent. 
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56. A review of the TAVR was concluded in 1974. The 


recommendations of that review, which are now being implemented, 


will enhance the efficiency of the TAVR, both for NATO 


and home defence tasks. Outside the context of the 


TAVR review, a further two TAVR infantry battalions and two 


squadrons of the Honourable Artillery Company are now included 

among the units earmarked for deployment in an emergency to the 
British Army of the Rhine. 

MANPOWER 
Service Manpower 
57, The raising of the school leaving age had a marked effect 
on the recruiting figures for 1973-74, when only 25,800 Service
men were recruited. There has been some recovery in 1974-

75 when about 35,000 recruits are expected. Recruitment is, 
however, still below the peak of 46,500 Servicemen recruited in 
1971-72. Detailed manpower figures are in Annex G. 
Recruitment into the Womens' Services and the Nursing Services 
continues to be generally satisfactory. 
Civilian Manpower \ 

58. The number of civilian staff for whom provision has been 
made in the Defence Estimates on 1 April 1975 is /"296,0007, 

approximately /"3,0007 fewer than the equivalent provision at 
1 April 1974. The reduction is largely the result of a short
fall in recruitment of industrial staff. A further 19,000 

civilians are employed at the Royal Ordnance Factories and their 
costs will be met from the Trading Fund. 
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III 


COMBAT FORCES, DEPLOYMENT, OPERATIONS 


AND EXERCISES * 


PART I - COMBAT FORCES AND DEPLOYMENT 


Summary 


1. The Combat Forces consist of: 


a. The Nuclear Strategic Force. 


b. Royal Navy General Purpose Combat Forces. 


c. European Theatre Ground Forces. 


d. Other Army Combat Forces. 


e. Royal Air Force General Purpose Forces. 


2. The costs and the Service and civilian manpower strengths of 


these forces are shown at Annex B. 


3. An illustrative outline deployment of the Combat Forces early 

in 1 9 7 5 is given in the map at Annex C; Annex D givesdetails 
of the strength of the Fleet; Annex E of the 

major teeth-arm units of the Army; and Annex F of 

Royal Air Force front-line squadrons. 


THE NUCLEAR STRATEGIC FORCE 


k. The Polaris submarines Resolution, Repulse, Renown, and Revenge 


provide a continuous patrol as the United Kingdom's contribution to 


the Alliance's strategic deterrent. 


*This Chapter also gives details of the programmes of new equipments 

whose main development ha  been completed. Equipments whose 
s

development is not as far advanced are dealt with in Chapter VII. 
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ROYAL NAVY GENERAL PURPOSE COMBAT FORCES 


5. The NATO Alliance must continue to face the formidable and 


increasing maritime forces of the Warsaw Pact. 


Ml major ships and the amphibious forces of the Royal Navy are 


earmarked for assignment to NATO. The great majority operates in 


the NATO area in peacetime but our maritime forces deploy world

wide as allied or national interests require. 


The NATO Area 


6. In the key NATO areas of the Eastern Atlantic and Channel 


Commands, Britain provides the major part of the Alliance's readily 


available maritime forces. A destroyer or helicopter-carrying 


frigate is allocated fullTtime as the United Kingdom's contribution 


to the NATO Standing Naval Force Atlantic , and one mine counter

measures vessel is allocated full time to NATO's Standing Naval 


Force Channel. Throughout the last year, the Royal Navy has 


operationally deployed in these areas an average of forty ships 


of destroyer and frigate size or above, twenty submarines and fifty 


smaller ships, supported by Royal Fleet Auxiliaries. 


7. A guided-missile destroyer and iwo frigates, which are earmarked 


for the Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR)^are currently 


stationed in the Mediterranean area. One of the frigates is 


deployed in the vicinity of Gibraltar. Other destroyers, frigates, 


submarines and Royal Fleet Auxiliaries have deployed periodi

caliy to the Mediterranean. The Royal Navy contributes to the 


NATO Naval On Call Force Mediterranean and a Royal Marines Commando 


Group is deployed in Malta (although the majority of the Group is 


serving with UN forces in Cyprus until April 1 9 7 5 )  . These elements are 
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backed up from time to time by larger ships, such as HMS Ark Royal, 


and Royal Naval amphibious forces. The size and frequency of these 


deployments will be adjusted in line with Defence Review decisions, 


and we shall no longer permanently station ships in the Mediterranean. 


8. One Royal Marines Commando Group, stationed in Scotland, is 


trained in Arctic and mountain warfare. The Group exercises in 


northern Norway to fit it for service on the northern flank of NATO. 


Deployments outside the NATO Area 


9. Naval forces are at present deployed outside the NATO area 


as follows:

a. The Far East and the Indian Ocean. A guardship and five 


patrol craft are stationed at Hong Kong for maritime policing 


duties. The future size of this force and the arrangements 


for financing it are being discussed with the Hong Kong 


Government. A frigate is currently stationed at Singapore 


as part of our contribution to the Five Power Defence 


Arrangements but this ship will be withdrawn by April 1976. 


A Royal Naval submarine is serving with the Royal 


Australian Navy until September 1975. Other British naval 


tasks in the Indian Ocean and the seas of South Fast Asia 


are being met primarily by deploying groups of HM Ships from 


the United Kingdom. At present each group includes a 


cruiser or guided-missile destroyer, together with frigates. 


Royal Fleet Auxiliaries in support and a nuclear-powered 


submarine when possible. Group deployments will continue 


in this way from time to time but will occur less fre

quently in future. 
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b. The West Indies. Two frigates, with a detachment 


of Royal Marines normally embarked in each, are deployed 


in the West Indies, augmented occasionally by other units 


for exercises and trials. These forces will be withdrawn 


by April 1 9 7 6  . and thereafter contingencies will be met by 


deploying ships from the Eastern Atlantic. 


c. The South Atlantic. The ice patrol ship HMS Fndurance, 


is in the Antarctic to support the British Antarctic Survey 


and to conduct hydrographic surveys. A small Royal Marines 


detachment is based on the Falkland Islands. 


ROYAL NAVAL SHIPS, AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT 


The status of major programmes for 1 9 7 5 - 7  6 is as follows: 


a. New Construction 


(i)	 Cruisers 


HMS Invincible, the first of the new class of anti

submarine cruisers, is being built by Messrs Vickers. 


She will have a standard displacement of 16,000 tons 


and accommodation to the latest standards for 1,000 


officers and men. The development of the new cruiser repre

sents a further step in the use of gas-turbine propulsion in warships. 


(ii)	 Nuclear-Powered Fleet Submarines 


The seventh and eighth nuclear fleet submarines, 


tfMS Swiftsure and HMS Sovereign, have entered service. 


These are the first of a new submarine class, capable 


of deeper diving and greater speed than the previous 
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Valiant class. Three more fleet submarines are under 


construction and a twelfth is planned to be ordered 


during the year. 


(iii) Destroyers and Frigates 


HMS Sheffield, the first of the new Type 42 

guided-missile destroyers, and HMS Amazon, 

the first Type 21 frigate, have entered service. 

Three more Type 21 frigates are to be accepted 
this year. The first of the new Type 22 frigates 

was ordered early in 1974 and is 

being built by Messrs Yarrow. Five more Type 

42s and four more Type 21s are under construction 

and orders for two Type 42s and one Type 22 are 

planned for this year. 

(iv)	 Mine Countermeasures Vessels 


The first ship of a new class of glass-reinforced 


plastic mine countenneasures vessels is to be ordered 


shortly from Messrs Vosper Thorneycroft. This vessel 


will be the largest ship ever built in glass-reinforced 


plastic and is designed for both mine-hunting and 


minesweeping. 


(v)	 Other Ships 


A survey ship and two small fleet tankers have been 


accepted into service. The Royal Navy has acquired an 


ocean-going tug, commissioned as the submarine tender 


HMS Wakeful, for duties in the Clyde area. These vessels 


are in addition to those mentioned in Chapter II 


(paragraph U9) for distant patrols in British offshore waters. 


The first Bird Class patrol boat, HMS Kingfisher, 
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and an underwater research vessel are planned to enter 


service this year. Another three Bird Class patrol 


craft and two fleet replenishment ships are under 


construction. 


Helicopters 


(i) Sea Kings 


HMS Hermes now carries a squadron of anti-submarine 


Sea Kings in addition to a Wessex Naval Air Commando 


squadron. 


(ii) Wasps 


The number of Wasps deployed at sea will increase 


as Type L2 destroyers and Type 21 frigates, the 


latest ships equipped to operate them, enter service. 


Equipment 


(i) Seadart 


Seadart, a ship-launched medium-range surface-to

air guided-missile system for area air defence, has been 


installed in HMS Bristol and HMS Sheffield. Seadart will 


be fitted in all Type 1x2 destroyers and in the new anti

submarine cruisers. 


(i i) Tigerfish 


The Mark 2k submarine-launched advanced wire-guided 

acoustic homing torpedo, Tigerfish, started to enter service 

last year. It is faster and has a longer range than its 

predecessor. Refits of both nuclear and conventionally 

powered submarines will enable them to use Tigerfish. 
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(iii) Mark U6 Torpedo 


Deliveries of the ns-manufactured Mark h6 light

weight anti-submarine torpedo started in mid-197h and 


are due to be completed in 1975. The Mark h6 is intended 


mainly for use by helicopters and Royal Air Force Nimrod 


aircraft but itwill also be launched from surface ships. 


(iv) Exocet 


The Exocet surface-to-surface guided-weapon system 


has now. been installed in HMS Norfolk, HMS Glamorgan 


and HMS Antrim, and is planned to be fitted in a further 


guided-missile destroyer, some Leander class frigates 


and Type 21 and Type 22 frigates. 


(v) Ikara 


Ikara, a rocket propelled anti-submarine 


weapon designed to deliver homing torpedoes at 


long range^has been installed in HMS Bristol and the 


Leander class frigates HMS Leander, HMS Ajax and 


HMS Galatea. It is also planned to fit Ikara in more 


of the early Leander class frigates, in place of the 


h.5"gun. Development of the Royal Navy version 


has been carried out jointly by Australia and the 


United Kingdom. 


(vi) Martel 


The Buccaneer squadron in HMS Ark Royal has now 


been equipped with the Anglo-French Martel air-to-surface 


guided weapon. 
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(vii) Automatic Gun 


The h.5" Mark 8 fully-automatic general-purpose 


gun has entered service in the Type 1+2 destroyer and the 


Type 21 frigate, following successful evaluation trials 


in HMS Bristol. 


(viii) Action Data Information Systems 


All new warships, and some ships as they refit, 


are being provided, with computer-based action data 


information systems to provide high speed correlation 


and analysis of data for tactical purposes. 


(ix)	 Inertial Navigation System 


An improved inertial navigation system, developed 


for submarines and the new cruisers, is in production. 


(x)	 Communications 


Better long-range satellite communications terminals 


are being installed in ships. 


ARMY COMBAT FORCES " 

EUROPEAN THEATRE GROUND FORCES 


British Army of the Rhine (BAOR) 


11. The British Army of the Rhine remains a key element 


of the United Kingdom contribution to NATO. The combat 


element of BAOR is First (British) Corps 


M(BR) Corps) of three divisions of two brigades each and a number of 


other supporting formations and units. The Corps is a highly professional 
formation and forms an integral part of the Allied Northern Army 
Group and, together with the Corps of our German, Dutch and Belgian 
Allies, covers a vital and vulnerable sector of the Central Region 
front. 1 (BR) Corps is equipped with a modern and sophisticated 
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range of nuclear and conventional equipment to enable it to fight 


a mobile and intense armoured battle. There are plans to 


reinforce BAOR in a period of tension with a large number of Regular 


and Reserve units and individuals. 


The Berlin Brigade 


12. The Berlin Infantry Brigade of some 3,000 soldiers fulfils 


Britain's commitment to the security of the Western Sectors of 


Berlin. The Berlin Brigade is not assigned to NATO. 


Forces in the United Kingdom 


1J. The bulk of the Army's forces in Britain forms part of 


SACKUR'8 strategic reserve. During the last year, Army elements 


of British immediate reaction forces included: 


a. the land element of the United Kingdom Mobile Force 


(ITKMF), a joint air/ground force which is made up of a 


division comprising three airportable brigades, supporting 


troops and a logistic support force; 


b. the land elements of the United Kingdom Joint 


Airborne Task Force (UKJATFOR), consisting of two parachute 


battalions and supporting units; 


c. 22 Special Air Service Regiment (22 SAS), three 


squadrons of which are earmarked for assignment to SACEUR: 


d. the significant British contribution of some 1,500 men 


to the land component of the Allied Command Europe (ACE) 


Mobile Force, SACEUR's immediate reaction force. 


Restructuring plans and proposals for reducing the Army's reinforce

ment forces for the future are dealt with in Chapter I (paragraphs 


c j t9 r j ) . 
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OTHFR ARMY COMBAT FORCES 


14. This category comprises land forces stationed overseas to 


meet the United Kingdom's Commonwealth and international commitments 


as follows: 


a. The Far East. Britain*s land forces contribution in 


Singapore in support of the Five Power Defence Arrange

m e n t s at present consists of a small brigade headquarters, 


an infantry battalion group and appropriate logistic elements. They 


will be withdrawn by April 1976 although Britain will maintain 


the consultative commitment. . The Hong Kong garrison consists of 


five infantry battalions, three of which are Gurkha battalions: 


an artillery regiment; an armoured reconnaissance squadron; 


and appropriate support units. The Government is discussing 


with the Hong Kong Government the future size of the forces 


and the arrangements for financing them. Consultations have 


begun with the Government of Brunei about the withdrawal of 


the Gurkha infantry battalion stationed there. 


b. The Mediterranean In Cyprus, the Army's contribution to 
the United Nations1 force is an infantry battalion, an armoured 
reconnaissance regiment less one squadron, and logistic support. 
The present garrison in the British Sovereign Base Areas is 
two infantry battalions and an armoured reconnaissance 
squadron, together with appropriate logistic support units. 
These forces in Cyprus will be reduced as soon as the 
situation allows. An infantry battalion forms the major 
part of the Gibraltar garrison. In Malta, the Army continues 
to support the Royal Marines Commando. 
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. The Caribbean. The small garrison at Belize (formerly 


British Honduras) provides a force for the external defence 


of the territory and, when required, assistance to the civil 


authorities in the maintenance of law and order. The 


garrison consists of a small headquarters, an infantry 


battalion less one company, and ancillary personnel and 


equipment. 


ARMY EQUIPMENT 


c


15. Improvements in Army equipment which have been recently 


introduced, or are planned to take place in 1 9 7 5 - 7 6  , are listed 


below. 


Armoured Forces 


16. Armoured reconnaissance units in the United Kingdom, BAOR 

and Hong Kong have all received the Scorpion tracked reconnaissance 

vehicle. The Scorpion carries a 76MM gun and replaces the wheeled 

Saladin armoured car in these units. The Scimitar tracked 

reconnaissance vehicle with the Rarden 30MM gun, will begin to ent 

service this year. The Spartan armoured personnel carrier and 

the Striker, a tracked vehicle carrying Swingfire anti-tank 

missiles, will begin to enter service in 1 9 7 6  . These vehicles 

and others still under development make up the tracked combat 

reconnaissance vehicle (CVR(T)) family being produced in collabora

tion with Belgium. The Fox wheeled light reconnaissance vehicle 

( H V R ( W ) ) will begin to enter service during 1 9 7 5  . A bridge-laying 

version of Chieftain is now entering service and an armoured 

recovery version will start to replace the earlier Centurion models 

this year. 
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Art i l l e ry 

17. The 105mm l i g h t gun with be t t e r range and l e t h a l i t y w i l l 

begin to rep lace the 105mm pack howitzer dur ing 1975. In a 

sl ightly longer t imesca le , the Lance t a c t i c a l nuc lea r m i s s i l e 

system w i l l be purchased from the United States to rep lace Honest 

John. The Rapier l o w - l e v e l a i r defence m i s s i l e system i s cu r r en t l y 

being introduced into s e r v i c e . F i r s t d e l i v e r i e s of the Blowpipe 

man-portable m i s s i l e system f o r very l o w - l e v e l a i r defence are due 

to take p l ace th i s year . 

Infantry 

18. The i n f a n t r y ' s ant i -armour c a p a b i l i t y i s be ing improved. 

The Swingfire system mounted on an armoured c a r r i e r ( a l r e a d y in 

service with armoured regiments ) i s now coming into s e r v i c e with 
mechanised b a t t a l i o n s . A new l i g h t - w e i g h t o p t i c a l s ight f o r i n 

fantry weapons (SUIT) has been d e l i v e r e d to u n i t s . The a b i l i t y of 

the infantry to operate at n ight w i l l be improved by f u r the r i s sue s 

to combat un i t s o f the i n d i v i d u a l weapon s i gh t and by the in t roduct ion 

of a night observat ion dev ice during the year. 
Engineer Equipment 

19. Army combat fo rces w i l l r ece i ve fu r the r i s sues of the a n t i 

tank bar-mine, which can be l a i d more qu ick ly and which has g r e a t e r 

stopping power than i t s p redecessors . 

Army Aviat ion 

20. The Anglo-French G a z e l l e l i g h t h e l i c o p t e r i s r ep l ac ing the 

Sioux in se rv i ce . I t s g r e a t e r r e l i a b i l i t y , l o a d - c a r r y i n g capac i ty 

and speed w i l l improve the operat iona l e f f e c t i v enes s of the Army's 

light he l i copte r f l e e t . 
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Telecommunications 


21. The new Clansman range of combat net radios will begin to 


enter service with training units during the year. Clansman 


has better range, operational reliability and frequency coverage, 


and is more compact than its predecessor. 


Surveillance and Target Acquisition 


22. A new ground surveillance radar (ZB 298) has entered service 


with armoured reconnaissance and artillery regiments. Cymbeline, 


a light-weight mortar-locating radar, has been introduced into 


service with artillery regiments to replace Green Archer. 


Meteorology 


23. A modern system for providing meteorological data for artillery 


and other users (ATJIETS) has now been introduced and will improve 


first salvo effectiveness. 


Individual Protection in Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Warfare 


24. Detection of nuclear fall-out will be improved by the intro

duction of new equipment to monitor radiation. A new over-garment 


(together with improved equipment for detecting chemical agents) 


will be introduced to give better protection against chemical attack. 


ROYAL AIR FORCE GENERAL PURPOSE FORCES 


2.5. The General Purpose Forces of the Royal Air Force are organised 

in three regional Commands: Strike Command (which includes all 

front-line forces in the United Kingdom), RAF Germany and the 

Near Fast Air Force (NEAP). 

26. All operational aircraft in RAF Germany, most of those in 

Strike Command and a part of the NEAP Canberra and Nimrod force in 
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Malta are assigned to or earmarked for NATO. As a result of the 

Governmenfs decisions to concentrate the United Kingdom's defence 

effort more fully in support of our priority NATO commitments, 

NEAF squadrons will he disbanded or redeployed to the United Kingdom 

and re-allocated to priority NATO tasks. Residual tasks in Cyprus will be 

met by aircraft on detachment from the United Kingdom. Reductions have 
already been made in the number of aircraft permanently based in 

Cyprus in order to ease the accommodation problem there. 

In the Far East, we will continue to deploy helicopters 
in support of the Hong Kong garrison but the Wessex helicopters 

based in Singapore in support of Five Power Defence Arrangements will 

be withdrawn and detachments of Nimrod aircraft will cease. The 

reductions in our commitments detailed in Chapter I (paragraphs £ JJ 

and/" J  ̂ will permit the rundown of the Strategic Transport Force 

to start in 1975. 


27. Royal Air Force General Purpose Forces are at present:

a. Strike/Attack  Vulcan B2s in Strike Command and 

NEAF; Buccaneers in Strike Command 

b. Reconnaissance

and RAF Germany; and Phantom FGR2s 

in RAF Germany. (The latter are 

being replaced by Jaguars in the 

coming year and will then transfer 

to the air defence role). 

 Vulcan  SR2S in Strike Command; 

Canberras in Strike Command and NEAF: 

and Phantom FGR2s in Strike Command 

and RAF Germany. 
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Offensive Support 


Air Defence 


e.	 Maritime Patrol 

and. Anti-Submarine 

Warfare 


f.	 Royal Air Force 

RegimenT 


g.	 Air Mobility 


Rtrategic 

Transport 


Harriers in Strike Command and RAF 


Germany; and Jaguars in Strike 


Command. 


Phantom FGls and FGR2s in Strike 


Command; Lightnings in Strike Command, 


RAF Germany and NEAF: Bloodhound 


surface-to-air missiles in RAF 


Germany and NEAF; and Shackletons 


for airborne early warning in 


Strike Command, 


Nimrods in Strike Command and NEAF. 


Low-level air defence squadrons 


equipped with Rapier or Tigercat 


surface-to-air missiles or anti

aircraft guns in Strike Command and 


RAF Germany; and field squadrons for 


the local ground defence of airfields, 


in Strike Command, RAF Germany and 


NEAF. The squadrons in Strike Command 


are available for detachment as 


required; units are currently serving 


in Northern Ireland, Oman, Hong Kong 


and Belize. 


VOlOs, Comets, Belfasts and 


Britannias in Strike Command. 
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(ii)	 Tactical Hercules (which also have a strategic 

Transport 


capability) in Strike Command and 


NEAF;	 and Andovers in Strike Command. 


(iii) Short-Range 	 Pumas in Strike Command, Wessex in 

Helicopters 


Strike Command. RAF Germany and the 


Far Fast (Singapore and Hong Kong): 


and Whirlwinds in Cyprus to support 


the United Nations' peace-keeping 


force. 


(iv)	 Tankers Victor Mark 1s and Mark 2s in 


Strike Command. 


h. Operational Support Canberras, Argosies, Devons, 

and Communications 


Pembrokes, Andovers, HS 125s and 


Whirlwinds in Strike Command. 


i. Search and Rescue ^ Whirlwinds in Strike Command and 


NEAF; and Wessex in Strike Command. 


Details of the Royal Air Force's force strengths are given in 


Annex 


-


ROYAL AIR FORCE AIRCRAFT AND EQUIPMENT 


28. Major aircraft and equipment changes during 1975-76 are as 


follows: 


a. Jaguars 


Deliveries to the Royal Air Force are continuing. The 


Operational Conversion Unit at RAF Lossiemouth will reach 


full strength by the end of the year, by which time nearly 


all the two-seater T Mark 2 trainers ordered will have been 
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delivered. The first two offensive support squadrons of 


Jaguar O R Mark 1s have already formed in Strike Command, 


and the first three strike/attack squadrons in RAF Germany 


will be built up during the year, replacing the present 


squadrons of Phantom FOR2s. 


b. Phantom FGRgg 


The Phantom FGR2s replaced in the strike/attack and 


reconnaissance roles by Jaguars are being transferred to the 


air defence role and will largely replace the existing 


Lightning force. The re-equipment of the Strike Command 


air defence force with phantom FGR2s is likely to be complete 


by the end of the year. 


c. Buccaneers 


An additional Buccaneer squadron has begun to form in 


Strike Command. Aircraft deliveries will be completed by the 


end! of the year. 


d. TTlmrods 


A programme to refit Nimrods with new and. improved 


radio and telecommunications equipment will begin. 


e. Vulcan S R 2 B 


The Vulcan SR2 replaced the Victor B(SR)2 in the 


strategic reconnaissance role in 197h-75 and the force has 


been built up to its maximum strength. 


f. Victor K2s 


Conversion of Victor Mark 2s to the air tanker role 


is progressing and the first converted aircraft have 
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already entered service. Further aircraft will be 


delivered in 1975-76. As the Victor K2s enter service, 


the K1 force will be progressively run down. 


£. Harriers 


As an important part of our continuing programme 


to enhance the capability of this aircraft, all front

line Harriers have now been fitted with a more powerful 


version of the Pegasus engine, 


h. Martel 


Both the radar-homing and television-guided 

versions of this air-to-surface guided weapon are in or 

entering service with the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, 

and deliveries are continuing. Martel provides Buccaneer 

aircraft with a stand-off capability (i.e. the ability to 

guide weapons from long range against surface targets). 

1- ' Rapier 

This low-level surface-to-air weapon system is already 

in service with the R A  F Regiment. By the end 

of the year four squadrons equipped with Rapier will 

have been formed in RAF Germany for airfield defence. 

1' Lasers 

Laser ranger equipment for Jaguar and Harrier 


aircraft is expected to enter service during the year, 


k. United Kingdom Air Defence Ground Environment (UKADGF.) 


The UKADGE radar, reporting and control system has been 


improved by the completion of the Air Defence Data Centre at 


West Drayton. Three outlying Sector Operation/Control and 
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Reporting Centres are capable of operating independently 


from other elements of UKADGE; and these facilities 


together with a series of major improvements currently 


being considered, will add to the ability of UKADGE to 


withstand attack and improve its flexibility. 


1.	 Skynet 


The Skynet IT Communications Satellite was success

fully launched in November 1 9 7  4 and is now operational. 


PART II - BRITISH FORCES1 OPERATIONS AND EXERCISES 


COUNTER-TERRORIST OPERATIONS 


Northern Ireland 


29. The Armed 3 6 ^ 1 0 6 8 * operations in Northern Ireland are described 


in Chapter II (paragraphs £ JJ to JJ ). 


Other Counter-terrorist Operations 


30. Army bomb disposal teams have assisted local police forces 


at bomb incidents in Great Britain. In addition, Army units have 


been deployed from time to time to Heathrow Airport, to support 


the Metropolitan Police in counter-terrorist preventive operations. 


In November 1 9 7  4 the Army practised similar procedures for Gatwick 


Airport, with the Surrey and Sussex Police Forces. 
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CYPRUS 


31. Following the coup mounted in mid-1974 by the Greek Cypriot 


National Guard and the subsequent Turkish landing, the resident 


garrisons of the two British Sovereign Base Areas (SBAs) of 


Akrotiri and Dhekelia were reinforced by an Army brigade headquarters, 


one infantry battalion , an armoured reconnaissance regiment, two 


Royal Marines Commando Groups and many support units. A squadron 


of RAF Phantoms, a Puma helicopter detachment and an RAF Regiment 


Field Squadron as well as a number of HM Ships and Royal Fleet 


Auxiliaries were also deployed to the island. 


32. At the request of the United Nations' Secretary General the 

size o f the British contingent in the TIN Force in Cyprus was doubled 

and played a significant role in the protection of Nicosia airfield. 

33' The S B As b e c a m e a h a v e n for thousands of 

homeless people of many nationalities, for whom the Army and the 

Royal Air Force and the civilian members of the SBA Administration 

unstintingly provided food and shelter. h,500 people were escorted 

by the Army from Nicosia to Dhekelia. Some 13,000 Service and 

civilian dependants and others were evacuated under Army protection 

from Limassol, Larnaca and, with Royal Naval assistance, from 

Pamagusta. The Royal Navy rescued 1,500 people cut off in the 

Kyrenia area by the Turkish advance and also saved the survivors o f 

a sunken Turkish destroyer. During July and August 22,000 people, 

including dependants of Servicemen and British-based civilians, were 

evacuated in 360 RAF special flights to the United Kingdom. Ail 

these operations were executed with the highest order of efficiency 

and professionalism, and earned great praise both at home and abroad. 
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THE NATO AREA 


OPERATIONS 


Command and Control 


34. Improved flexibility in the use of NATO air forces in the 
Central Region should result from a re-organisation of arrange
ments for their command and control. A new headquarters called 
Allied Air Forces Central Europe (AAFCE), manned from the staffs 
of existing formations in the Central Region, is being set up 
to enable SACEUR to make more efficient use of his air resources 
throughout the region. 

Commander-in-Chief United Kingdom Air Forces 


35. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief RAF Strike Command^with 

effect from^l March 19757] has been appointed a NATO Major 

Subordinate Commander with the title of Commander-in-Chief United 
-

Kingdom Air Forces (CINCUKAIR). This appointment 


extends his previous responsibilities as 


Commander nnited Kingdom Air Defence Region, a title which now 


lapses. It places the AOC-in-C at a more effective level in the 


NATO chain of command and will enable him to discharge his 

' w 

responsibilities more effectively. This change is particularly 


important in view of the geographical position of the United 


Kingdom as a bridge between NATO*s European and Atlantic areas 


of responsibility. 


Surveillance and Interception 


36. Ships of the Fleet and Royal Naval aircraft, together with 


R A  F N i m r o  d and Vulcan aircraft, have continued to 
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monitor the movements of Russian naval forces operating in the 


Mediterranean, North Atlantic and waters around the United Kingdom. 


Lightning and Phantom fighter aircraft, supported by in-flight 


refuelling and airborne early warning aircraft, have continued 


to intercept and shadow Russian aircraft entering NATO airspace 


to the north and north west of the United Kingdom. 


Border Policing 


27. Sorties by Lightning fighter aircraft of RAF Germany and patrols 


mounted by BAOR have continued to play a full part in the aerial 


and ground policing of the border between the Federal Republic of 


Germany and the German Democratic Republic. ; 


Hydrography 


38. The Royal Navy's survey vessels have continued their surveying 


and charting operations, providing essential navigational information 


both for defence purposes and for commercial shipping interests. 


Agreements have been reached with the French and Dutch Hydrographers 


over areas of surveying responsibilities to avoid duplication of 


effort. In April 1 9 7  4 survey vessels of the Royal Navy began a 


comprehensive and systematic geophysical survey of virtually the 


whole of the United Kingdom continental shelf. The survey is being 


carried out in close co-operation with the Institute of Geological 


Sciences under the joint control of the Ministry of Defence and the 


Department of Energy. This will provide the Government with informa-


Hon necessary to ensure the effective exploitation of our sea-bed 


resources. As a result of the Defence Review, the Royal Navy*s 


surveying needs will be reduced. An interdepartmental 


group, including representatives of outside interests, is now studying 


the civil requirement and ways in which this might be met,consistent 


with the aims of the Defence Review. 
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Fishery Protection ' 

39- Royal Navy mine countermeasures vessels, a fast patrol boat, 


helicopters and aircraft have maintained fishery protection patrols 


in home waters and have carried out similar patrols off Norway 


and Rockall. Frigates, assisted by Royal Air Force aircraft and 


supported by Royal Fleet Auxiliary ships, protected 


British trawlers fishing on the high seas during the fisheries 


dispute with Iceland. The British Government welcomes the interim 


settlement reached in November 1973, which offers the prospect of 


a new and happier chapter in our relationship with a NATO partner. 


MILITARY AID TO THE CIVIL COMMUNITY 


Search and Rescue 


40. The Services have carried out many search and rescue operations 


and medical evacuation flights. 


41. During the last two years, the Royal Navy won the Henri Dunant 

Trophy in the International Search and Rescue competition. The 

Royal Naval Air Station,Culdrose received a ?/ilkinson "Sword of 

Peace" for its part in the helicopter search and rescue service. 

4-2. in January 1974 Royal Navy and Federal German Navy Sea King 

helicopters rescued eleven survivors from the Danish motor vessel 

Merc Fnterprise, which foundered in storm force winds south of 

Plymouth. One Royal Navy officer, one Royal Australian Navy officer, 

and three Royal Navy ratings received decorations for gallantry. 

In the same month a Royal Navy frigate took off the crew of the 

distressed Greek vessel Qurandos north of Cape St Vincent. In 

September 1974 helicopters from HMS Ark Royal rescued four survivors 

from the British motor vessel Greta C in the Channel. In 1974 as 

a whole, Royal Navy helicopters responded to 309 incidents, in 

which assistance was given to 222 civilians and military personnel. 
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43. The Royal Air Force has continued to provide a widespread 


network of search and rescue facilities around United Kingdom 


coasts, by means of Nimrods from Kinlpss and St Mawgan and several 


helicopter detachments. In October a wessex detachment based at Manston was 


added to the eight whirlwind detachments. Members of the Manston detachment rescued 

their first five civilians while they were still training. Just before 


Christmas "19711- a notable rescue was achieved at Hoy in the Shetlands 


when a helicopter picked up, and transferred to a waiting lifeboat, 


nine survivors from a Belgian trawler which had run aground in 


heavy seas only 20 yards from the base of a 600 feet cliff. This 


was the last major RAF rescue in a year in which their helicopters 


had responded to a total of 653 incidents involving 388 people. 


During this period three officers and three senior NCOs were 


awarded decorations or commendations for gallantry. 


Mountain Rescue 


44. Royal Air Force Mountain Rescue Teams have continued their 


close liaison with local civilian organisations and have assisted 


on numerous occasions in rescuing members of the public in 


difficulties. 


Other Operations 


45' Aircraft and ships of the Royal Navy have given increasing 


assistance to the Departments of Trade and Industry in keeping 


the Dover Straits traffic separation scheme under surveillance. The 


French Navy also participates. In November 197H, HMS Kent assisted 


the Department of Trade and the Ministry of Defence team which 


successfully dispersed toxic arsine gas from the hold of the Asia 


Freighter in the open sea to the south-west of the Scilly Isles. -
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45. The Royal Air Force has continued to provide a widespread 

network of search and rescue facilities around United Kingdom 

coasts, by means of Nimrods from Kinloss and St Mawgan and several 

helicopter detachments. In October a Wessex detachment based at Manston was 

added to the eight whirlwind detachments. Members of the Manston detachment rescued 

their first five civilians while they were still training. Just before 

Christmas 1974 a notable rescue was achieved at Hoy in the Shetlands 

when a helicopter picked up, and transferred to a waiting lifeboat, 

nine survivors from a Belgian trawler which had run aground in 

heavy seas only 20 yards from the base of a 600 feet cliff.. This 

was the last major RAF rescue in a year in which their helicopters 

had responded to a total of 653 incidents involving 388 people. 

During this period three officers and three senior NCOs were 

awarded decorations or commendations for gallantry. 

Mountain Rescue 

44. Royal Air Force Mountain Rescue Teams have continued their 


close liaison with local civilian organisations and have assisted 


on numerous occasions in rescuing members of the public in 


difficulties. 


Other Operations 


^5* Aircraft and ships of the Royal Navy have given increasing 


assistance to the Departments of Trade and Industry in keeping 


the Dover Straits traffic separation scheme under surveillance. The 


French Navy also participates. In November 1974, HMS Kent assisted 


the Department of Trade and the Ministry of Defence team which 


successfully dispersed toxic arsine gas from the hold of the Asia 


freighter in the open sea to the south-west of the Scilly Isles. 
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i^6. In February 1974 ex tens ive f lood damage at Ch i t te rne , in the 

wylye V a l l e y , was prevented when 22 Engineer Regiment, Royal 

Engineers, quickly built a dam to contain a lake formed by rain 

water. During the f l ood ing in East Ang l i a and the Home Counties in 

November 1974, there were many instances o f he lp be ing g iven in 

response to r eques t s by l o c a l a u t h o r i t i e s . Var ious community 

projects were undertaken dur ing the year by Army, and e s p e c i a l l y 

Royal Engineer, u n i t s ; the construct ion of an adventure playground 

in Knaresborough and the r e p a i r

Whithorn, Wigtownshire , a re two

 of a s e a - w a l l

 examples. 

 at the I s l e of 

47. Photographic reconnaissance

carried out an a e r i a l survey in

EXER

 a i r c r a f t

 Norway. 

CISES 

 of the Royal A i r Force 

Major NATO Exe rc i s e s 

H8. Despite the d i f f i c u l t i e s caused by r i s i n g o i l p r i c e s and i t s 

effect on sea and a i r movement, the three -day week and i t s 

effect on the supply of spare pa r t s , and more r ecent l y by the Cyprus 

c r i s i s , a l l th ree Se rv i ces have continued to p lay a major r o l e in 

support of the NATO exe rc i s e programme. The Royal Navy, the  ! ;oyal 

Marines and the Royal A i r Force have contr ibuted s i g n i f i c a n t l y 

towards two major maritime e x e r c i s e s . The f i r s t exe rc i se , DAWN 

PATROL, was he ld in the Spring of 1974 in the Mediterranean, under 

the d i r ec t i on of the Commander-in-Chief Southern Region, to t e s t 

a l l aspects of maritime war fare inc lud ing an amphibious a s s a u l t . 

The second exe r c i s e , NORTHERN MERGER, took p lace in the Eastern 

Atlantic and the North Sea during September 1974, under the j o i n t 
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direction of the Supreme Allied Commander, Atlantic, the Supreme Alined 

Commander Europe, and the Commander-in-Chief Channel. NORTHERN MERGER 

was a large-scale exercise to which all available naval and air 

forces were committed. Like DAWN PATROL it included an amphibious 

landing. 

JJ9. The Army and the Royal Air Force took part in the NATO 

exercise, BOLD GUARD, in Schleswig-Folstein in which the United 

Kingdom Joint Airborne Task Force and a brigade group of the United 

Kingdom Mobile Force, together with a Jaguar squadron, were deployed 

in support of Allied Command Europe. Army units have supported NATO 

exercises in Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Norway 

and the United States. The United Kingdom contribution of both 

land and air elements to the Allied Command Europe Mobile Force 

exercised twice with the Force in 197h, once in Norway and once in 

Belgium; they also carried out their annual period of Arctic 

training in Norway. In 1975 it is planned that they should exercise 

three times with the Force. 

50. RAF Germany and BAOR played a full part in Exercise COLD FIBE 


in June 1974, which exercised the NATO Tactical Air Forces and the 


air support organisation of the Central Region. 


Other Exercises 


51.	 The Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force have also continued to 


support a variety of other NATO exercises, including those concerned 


with mine countermeasures and defence against fast patrol boats. 


Royal Navy submarines have contributed to NATO maritime 


exercises of all kinds. In addition, there has been a full 


programme of national maritime exercises, in certain of which the 
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forces of other NATO countries have participated. Bilateral 


exercises with the forces of individual NATO countries have been 


carried out whenever possible. Ships of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary 


Service have provided logistic support for our own and other 


NATO naval forces. 


52.	 The Royal Marines have maintained a full programme of training 


and exercises. The Mountain and Arctic Warfare Commando Group has 


once again completed a three months' period of winter training in 


northern Norway, geared to its role on the northern flank of 


NATO. During this training, the Group was accompanied by a company of 


the Royal Netherlands Marines. Another Commando Group has carried 


out a five-week training period at Suffield in western Canada. 


53.	 Despite commitments in Northern Ireland, Army units in the 


UKLF and BAOR have continued with a full programme of training. Notably, 


six full battle groups (out of a planned seven) carried out 


successful live firing exercises for armour, artillery, infantry 


and engineers at Suffield. This training contributes greatly to 


the operational efficiency of 1 (BR) Corps within NATO; seven 


full battle groups, six from BAOR and one from UKLF, are again 


due to exercise in Canada in 1975. 


54.	 Aircraft of Strike Command, NEAF, RAF 

Germany and units of the RAF Regiment have continued 

to take part in a variety of other NATO and national exercises 

throughout the year. The Royal Air Force also took part in 

Exercise DISTANT DRUM (a ATATO command post exercise designed to 

practise NATO and national plans in a time of tension)^and a 
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bilateral exercise with the Italians to test the effectiveness of 


their air defence systems. Home-based air defence and offensive 


support aircraft and aircraft of RAF Germany have carried out 


exchange visits with squadrons of other NATO countries. Strike 


Command aircraft competed successfully in the Allied Forces Northern 


Europe Tactical Reconnaissance Competition and came second in both 


the individual and squadron competitions. RAF Germany also partici

pated with distinction in the 197U Allied Forces Central Europe 


Tactical Weapons Meet. In November 1974 the Royal Air Force retained 


the Fincastle Trophy in the annual competition held between 


the maritime air forces of the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand 


and Canada. In the same month Vulcan crews of Strike Command 


achieved their best-ever results in the United States Strategic 


Air Command Bombing and Navigation Competition, winning the 


Mathis Trophy for combined Bombing and Navigation and the individual 


Navigation Trophy. 


THE REST OF THE WORLD 


OPERATIONS 


Suez Canal 


5 5 . At the request of the Egyptian Government the Royal Navy 


helped to clear explosive war debris from the Suez Canal. HM Ships 


Abdiel. Maxton, Wilton and Bossington, with members of the Fleet 


Clearance Diving Team, played a significant part in the operation from 


April to November 1 9 7 4  , and disposed of some 8,000 items of 


explosive ordnance. The operation was carried out in conjunction 


with Fgyptian, nnited States and French forces. Facilities were 
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rustle available at RAF Akrotiri and at Dhekelia for United States 

forces during their deployment to the Canal Zone for the mine 

clearance operation. The Royal Air Force also provided a regular 

airlift of spares and fresh food for the Royal Navy task force 

engaged in the operations. 

Oman I 

5 6 . Personnel loaned from the three Services continued to assist 


the Sultan of Oman's Armed Forces in their successful prosecution 


of the war against the rebels in Dhofar, the south-west province 


of Oman. British Army and Royal Air Force personnel continue to assist in 


running Salalah airfield and defending it against rebel attacks. 


Wessex helicopters and support crews were loaned temporarily to the 


Sultan's Air Force. A detachment of Royal Fngineers has been 


assisting in military engineering and civil development projects 


in Dhofar; and a British Army Training Team, which includes a 

i 

detachment of the SA.S Regiment, continues to give training assistance 


to the Rultan's Armed Forces. 


The Far East 


5 7  . Group deployments of HM Ships to the Far East began in 1973, 


when the cruiser HMS Tiger and the fleet submarine HMS Dreadnought, 


with accompanying frigates and support ships, deployed to the Far 


East in company?for parts of the deployment,with ships of the Royal 


Netherlands Navy. A group of ships, including the guided-missi1e 


destroyer HMS Fife, was deployed to the Indian Ocean area in 1974, 


returning to the United Kingdom in September. A further group, including 


the helicopter cruiser HMS Blake and the fleet . . , 


submarine HMS Warspite. is now in the area. 
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The Persian Gulf 


58. HM Ships made regular visits to the Persian Gulf area. 


Beira 


59, The patrol off Beira to enforce the United. Nations Resolution 


was maintained. 


The West Indies 


60. Ships of the Fleet have continued to maintain a presence in 


the West Indies. 


Hydrography 


61. An ocean survey ship, HMS Hydra, has completed surveys in the 


Solomon Islands to facilitate the passage of large ships through 


hitherto inadequately charted channels. She also surveyed areas 


off the Maldives, off Fiji, and in the New Hebrides. Last year, 


coastal survey vessels, HMS Fox and HMS Fawn, carried out surveys 


in the West Indies and Belize. The ice patrol ship, HMS Endurance, 


continues her surveys in Graham Land and the South Shetland and 


Falkland. Islands. 


MILITARY AID TO THE CIVIL COMMUNITY 


The Caribbean 


62. During September 1974 the Belize garrison helped 


the civilian populations in Belize and neighbouring Honduras 


in the aftermath of HurricaneFifi. Infantry, engineers and a hygiene 


section took part, assisted by light helicopters and a Hercules 


aircraft for the movement of relief supplies. The 


coastal survey vessels, HM Ships Fox and Fawn, were diverted from 


their normal programme to participate in relief work. 
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The Mjjjdle East and Africa 


6 3 . The Army and Poyal Air Force contributed to several famine 


relief operations during 1 9 7  4 in co-operation with voluntary 


aid organisations. Trucks were provided from Army 


stocks and delivered either overland via the arduous trans-Sahara 


route or by the Royal Air Force to the Sahelian region of West 


Africa, where they were used to help distribute food. 


6 4 . In May 1 9 7  4 Royal Engineers, supported by Army helicopters, 


initiated a "Food for work" road construction scheme in Ethiopia, during 


which over 1 0 0 km. of basic road was built. Local inhabitants were 


trained as supervisors to continue the task after the Royal 


Fngineers returned to the United Kingdom. Later in 1 9 7 4 Royal Corps 


of Transport driving instructors ran courses for local drivers of 


the British-supplied food trucks. Royal Fngineers also undertook 


road and bridging tasks in Kenya, Malawi and southern Sudan. 


ffle Far East and Indian Ocean 


65. In February 1974 the ocean survey ship HMS Hydra helped to free 
the Japanese fishing vessel Hoyo-Maru from rocks near Nelson Island in 
the Siagos Archipelago; ia Feter-assy 1975 HMS Hydra provided helicopter 
reconnaissance for the Fijian authorities after Hurricane Val. In 
December 1974 two HAF -aircraft took part in relief operations 
following the destruction of" Darwin by Cyclone Tracy, After Cyclone 
(jervaise hit Mauritius in February 1975 HMS Mauritius, a shore 
establishment on the island, provided immediate assistance to restore 
essential services and airport facilities; HMS Falmouth provided 
follow-up assistance later. 
Aerial Surveys 
66. Photographic reconnaissance aircraft of the Royal Air Force 
have carried out aerial surveys in Kenya, the Yemen Arab Republic, 
Oman and Fiji. 
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EXERCISES 

67. British forces have again taken part in a wide variety of 
exercises outside the NATO area, either under the auspices of 
international treaty organisations or on a bilateral basis. 

HM Ships have contributed on a major scale to the principal; 


maritime exercises of the Central Treaty Organisation (CENTO) 


and South East Asia Treaty Organisation (SEATO), and have trained 


whenever possible with the navies of countries visited. 


65, The Royal Marines have taken part in minor exercises in various 


parts of the world, including Canada, Cyprus, Denmark, the Falkland 


Islands, France, Gibraltar, Greece, Italy, Malaysia, Malta, Netherlands, 


the Netherland Antilles, Norway, Puerto Rico, Sardinia and Turkey. 


69. Army units have exercised in Australia, Belgium, 

Belize, Bermuda, the British Solomon Islands, Brunei, Canada, the 

Caribbean, Corsica, Cyprus, Ethiopia, France, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, 

Jamaica, Kenya, Malawi, Malaysia, New Zealand, Sudan and the United 

Arab Emirates. ,, 

70. Royal Air Force aircraft from home and overseas stations 

practised regular deployments to the Mediterranean, the Persian 


Gulf and the Far East. Within CENTO, aircraft of the NEAF partici

pated in major air defence and maritime air exercises in the Persian 


Gulf area. A Royal Air Force Hercules and a Mountain Rescue Team 


took part in the annual CENTO Search and Rescue Exercise, NEJAT, 


which in 1 9 7  4 took place in Iran. 


71. In 1 9 7  4 the United Kingdom was the host for Exercise NISHAN, 

the annual CENTO small arms competition. British Servicemen also 

took part in security development exercises and projects sponsored 

by SEATO. 
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IV 


RESERVE AND AUXILIARY 


FORCES 


1. The estimated cost of the Reserve and Cadet Forces and the 

Ulster Defence Regiment is shown in Annex B. Further details are 

given in Annex J. 


I ARMY RESERVES 

2. The Army Reserves comprise the individual Reserves, consisting 


of officers and men who have served in the Regular Army, and the 


Territorial and Army Volunteer Reserve (TAVR). The former provides 


a pool of men to use as reinforcements; the latter, in the main, 


provides formed units. 


3. The Army General Reserve, consisting mainly of former National 


Servicemen, ceased to exist on 30 June 197h when the relevant 

legislation expired. But a new 

Reserve, the Long Term Reserve, was created in 1 9 6 U  . All men who 

Joined the Regular Army on or after 28 February ^^Gh are required 

to be unpaid members of this Reserve, from the end of their period of 

Regular Reserve service until they reach the age of h5*. Its current 

strength is about 2,000 and is expected to exceed 30,000 by 1980. 

Meanwhile, the individual Reserves of ex-Regulars, together 

with the TAVR, provide sufficient reservists to meet the Army's 

NATO and United Kingdom commitments on mobilisation. 

h. On mobilisation, the highly-trained formed units of the TAVR 


would fill essential roles in either BAOR, certain NATO headquarters, 


or the United Kingdom Land Forces (UKLF), supplementing units of the 


Regular Army with which In many instances they will have trained 


in peacetime. 
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5. During 1 9 7  3 and 1 9 7 4  , Headquarters ITKLF undertook a review 


of the TAVR to ascertain, within currently defined roles and resources, 


the scope for improvements in its organisation and functioning. 


The review committee made significant recommendations affecting unit 


re-organisation, recruiting, training and opportunities for advancement. 


Many of the recommendations have already heen implemented and those 


involving the re-organisation of units will "become effective during 


1 9 7 5 . 


6. The TAVR reached a record strength of 5 9 , 5 0  0 during 1 9 7 2  . This 


had declined to 5 4 , 0 0 0 on 1 January 1 9 7 5 but it is hoped that this 


Spring's recruitment campaign will improve the manning situation. 


THE ULSTER DEFENCE REGIMENT 


7. The part-time Ulster Defence Regiment forms an integral part 


of the Security Forces in Northern Ireland and its growing profess

ionalism has enabled it to play an increasingly important role in 


anti-terrorist operations in support of the Regular Army. The 


Regiment's duties include guarding key installations, manning 


checkpoints and providing mobile patrols. 


ft. The recruitment of women to the Regiment began in Aupnist 1 9 7 3  . 


The women'8 primary task is searching women for explosives and. 


weapons. They are also undertaking administrative work, which 


has enabled more men to be released for operational duties. 


9. The overall strength of the Regiment on 1. January 1 9 7  5 was 


7,700, including 500 women. During 1 9 7  3 and 1 9 7 4 , 1  5 members of the 


Regiment were killed as a direct result of terrorist activity, 
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making a total of 1+6 deaths since the Regiment's formation in 1970. 


ROYAL NAVY AND ROYAL MARINFS 


RESERVE FORCES 


10. The Royal Navy and Royal Marines Reserve Forces consist of 


the Regular Reserves and the Volunteer Reserves. 


11. The Regular Reserves are ex-Regular Royal Navy and Royal Marines 


officers and men, including some 5,000 ratings in the Royal Fleet 


Reserve, who have had recent experience of active service. 


12. The Volunteer Reserves, consisting of the Royal Naval Reserve, 


the Royal Marines Reserve and the Women's Royal Naval Reserve, 


total some 2,600 officers and 4,1+00 men and women. The Royal Naval 


Auxiliary Service is a non-seagoing, volunteer civilian service 


numbering some 3,000 men and women. 


13. An examination of the future requirements for the Royal Naval 


Reserve and Royal Naval Auxiliary Service has just been concluded 


and its findings are being considered. 


ROYAL AIR FORCE RESERVE FORCES 


14. The Royal Air Force Reserve consists of the Regular and 


Volunteer Reserves and the Royal Auxiliary Air Force. 


15. Because the Royal Air Force has had a temporary surplus of 


manpower in the past few years, the requirement for Regular 


Reservists has been exceptionally low. At present it is for 1+50 


specialist Reservists. 


1 6 . Apart from officers of the Training Branch, the Royal Air Force 

Volunteer Reserve consists of a number of specialist members11 

end those members of university air squadrons who are not committed 

to f u l l-time service in the Royal Air Force. 
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17. The Royal Auxiliary Air Force celebrated its 50th anniversary 


on 9 October	 1 9 7 U . 


CADFT FORCES 


18. The Cadet Forces form part of the United Kingdom's youth 


organisations. They consist of the Naval Cadet Forces, the Army 


Cadet Force and the Air Training Corps, together with the Combined 


Cadet "^orce. Their total strength is about 130,000. 


19. The role, organisation, administration, training and 


financing of the Naval Cadet Forces are currently under review. 
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V 


MANPOWER AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE 


1, we expect that some 35,000 Servicemen (including Juniors) 

will be recruited in 1974-75, compared with 25,800 in 1973-74 when 

the raising of the school leaving age cut off recruitment of school 

leavers at the minimum age. Since raising the school leavxng age 

had a once and for all effect, some recovery in the current ,year was 

predictable. Its extent and duration will depend on the attitudes 

of the later school leavers (which are at this stage difficult to 

gauge), as well as the more general factors affecting recruitment.Even 

sot&sre has been an overall shortfall in recruitment, which has been 

particularly felt throughout the Regular Army. 

2 . The number of recruits who return to civilian life during initial 


training is a matter of some concern. Work is in progress to improve 


the Services.1 understanding of this problem and to find the most 


effective means of reducing it. 


3. In addition to the figures in this Chapter, detailed manpower 

statistics are given in Annex G. 

RECRUITMENT AND RE-ENGAGP1MENT ' DURING 1974-75 

OFFICER RECRUITMENT 


Bpyal Navy and Royal Marines 


U . Officer entry into the Seaman and Supply specialisations of the 
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General List of the Royal Navy continues to be satisfactory, in that 


targets are generally being met, but there continue to be 


shortfalls in recruitment to the Engineering Branch. 


5. Royal Marines officer recruiting continues to fall short of re

quirements. In l97k-75 only three-quarters of the year*s target figures 

will beachieved, taking into account entrants on both Long and Short 

Career Commissions. 

6. The numbers of Royal Navy and Royal Marines officers recruited 

from civilian life are given in the following table: 

MethoMethodd ooff EntrEntryy 

1 April-31 December 
(9 months) 

1973 197k 

PercentagPercentagee 
DifferencDifferencee 

197197kk oveoverr 
19719733 ( 4( 4  -- oorr --)) 

Officer Cadets 213 222 4 k 
University Cadets 85 "  7 6 

-11 

Direct Graduate Entry Scheme 61 k3 -30 

Other Schemes 5k 50 - 7 

Total: k l3 391 - 5 

Army 


7. The number of Regular officers recruited this year is close to the 

target figure. The improvement in recruiting of University Cadets and 

Direct Entry Graduates has been particularly notable. The main shortfall 

lies in the Short Service Commission which,although improving substan

tially in 197k-75?is still some way short of the requirement. The numbers 
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embarking on cadet training or commissioned direct from civil life 


are given in the table below: 


MethoMethodd ooff EntrEntryy 

1 April-31 December 
(9 months) 

1973 1974 

PercentagPercentagee 
DifferencDifferencee 
19719744 oveoverr 

19719733 UU oorr --)) 

Officer Cadets 291 313 * 8 

University Cadets 67 71 * 6 

Direct Graduate Entry Scheme 4 4 73 *66 

Other Schemes 62 55 -11 

Total: 464 512 +10 

The quality of candidates coming forward for commissions has improved 


and this has been reflected in the higher pass rate at the Regular 


Commission Board. There have been record numbers of high quality 


applicants for Army scholarships and entry to Welbeck College. 


8. The recruitment of qualified doctors remains well below 


target, though recently the rate of enquiries has improved over 


the same period in 1973,-74. There has been some improvement in 


the conversion rate from Short Service to Regular Commissions in 


the specialist cadre, but unfortunately this is not true of general 


practitioners. The main source of medical officer recruitment continues 


to be through the medical cadet scheme. Although there has been some 


improvement, the numbers entering the scheme are still below those 


needed. 


goyal Air Force 


9. Officer recruiting targets in 1973-74 were lower than in recent 


years and the overall requirement for Air and Ground branches 
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as generally met. Recruiting targets for 1974-75 are also low 


and. the success rate should be sustained, though there have been 


fewer applicants. In both years it has been difficult to 


attract career applicants for such specialist areas as the legal 


and. catering branches. The Graduate Entry University Cadet ship 


scheme continues to be successful. 


w


10. Despite small deficits in some specialist branches, the 

Royal Air Force1s officer strength is currently in reasonable 

balance with needs. Details of officer recruitment are given in 

the following table: 

1 April-31 December PercentagPercentagee 
(9 months) DifferencDifferencee 

IviethoIviethodd ooff EntrEntryy 19719744 oveoverr 
1973 1974 19719733 CC++ oorr --)) 

OfficeOfficerr CadetCadetss 160 14 2 ; -11 

UniversitUniversityy CadetCadetss 199 115 -42 
DirecDirectt GraduatGraduatee EntrEntryy SchemSchemee 5 2 4 0 -23 
OtheOtherr SchemeSchemess 43 4 5 f 5 

TotalTotal:: 454 342 
 -25 


RECRUITMENT OF SERVICEMEN 


11. A detailed breakdown of recruitment of men by 


Service is given in the following sections. Further statistics 


and. certain definitions are given at Annex G Table 2. 


' ii ̂ 
 ; lilA
''A: :
 

I M 
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roval Navy and Royal Marines 

12. In the nine months from April to December 1974, 4,881 men were 

recruited into the Royal Navy and 1,229 into the Royal Marines, 

compared with 4,198 and 920 respectively in the corresponding period 

in 1973. Last year, the first following the raising of the 

school leaving age, the number of summer school leavers applying to 

join the Royal Navy and Royal Marines was most encouraging and gives 

hope for further improvement in 19.75. Nevertheless, there will still 
be manpower shortages in several Branches of the Royal Navy, for example 


Marine Engineering and Operations Branch Junior ratings. Recruitment 


details are as follows: 


1 April-31 December PercentagPercentagee 

(9 months) DifferencDifferencee 


MethoMethodd ooff EntrEntryy 19719744 oveoverr 19719733 

1973 1974 CC++ oorr --)) 


Adults * 1,857 1,353 -27 


Juniors 3,051 4,560 4-49 


Junior Artificer Apprentices * 210 197 - 6 


Total: 5,118 6,110 +19 


Army 


13. The decline in adult and young soldier recruiting which started in 

1972 continued into 1973-74 but there are signs that this trend may now 

have been halted. The total of 11,598 recruits for the year 1973-74 

reflected a drop of some 25 per cent over 1972-73. A total of some 13,000 
adult and young soldier recruits is forecast for 1974-75. The Junior 


*Artificer Apprentices aged 17^ and over are included in the Adult 

figures. The total number of Artificer Apprentices recruited for the 

periods shown in the table was 345 in 1973 and 276 in 1974, a fall 
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entry, which Tell to 2,890 in 1973-74 because of the raising of the 


school leaving age, has exceeded expectations and should reach 


about 8,000 in 1974-75. Recruitment details are as follows: 


1 April-31 December PercentagPercentagee 

(9 months) DifferencDifferencee
Method of Entry 
 19719744 oveoverr 19719733 


1973 1974 
 CC ++ oorr --)) 


Adults 5,996 7,128 + 19 


Young Soldiers 1,792 2, 202 423 


Apprentices 715 1,613 + 126 


Other Juniors 5,729 + 251
1,634 


Total: 10,137 16,672 465 


?.oyal Air Force 


14. The airmen recruiting target for 1974-75 has been set at much the 

same level as in the previous year. Although male recruiting 

needs were not fully met in 1973-74, there are reasonable prospects for 

recruiting the numbers needed for 1974-75, except in some of the less 

popular ground trades. A detailed breakdown of recruitment is as 

follows: . u 

1 April-31 December PercentagPercentagee 

(9 months) DifferencDifferencee
Method of Entry 
 19719744 oveoverr 19719733


i 1973 1974 CC++ oorr --)) 


Adults 1,930 2,279 + 18 


Young Airmen 1,215 2, 100 
 473 


Apprentices 196 187 - 5 . 


Total: 3,341 4,566 437 
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PROLONGATION AND WASTAGE 


The Royal Navy and. Royal Marines 


15. The numbers who leave the Service in their early years is 


disturbingly high. However, the proportion of those with longer 


service who choose to prolong their engagements remains encouraging 


and at the nine year point some 55 per cent of "the Royal Navy and 


4-5 per cent of the xioyal Marines re-engaged in the first six months 


1974-5. 


Army 


16. The numbers of men in the Army who prolong their service have not 


changed appreciably except at the three year point. The decline in the 


three year rate results partly from young entrants' exercising their option 


to shorten their engagements at the age of 18. A steady rise in the 


proportion of recruits choosing the minimum commitment of three years* 


service and the high.rates of recruit and trained soldier wastage 


give cause for concern. 


Royal Air Force 


17. The planned reduction in trained manpower mentioned in Chapter V 


of the Statement on the Defence Estimates 1973 (Cmnd 5231) was 


achieved by normal wastage and a small voluntary redundancy scheme. 


The rate of prolongation of non-pensionable engagements has shown 


little change and has been satisfactory in most ground trades. 


The objective is,to limit the recruiting and training task 


by prolonging the average length of service; the re-introduction of 


the 15-year engagement has proved a useful addition to the range of 


non-pensionable engagements open to ground tradesmen. To maintain 


an acceptable age and rank pattern in the ground trades, pensionable 


engagements continue to be controlled. 
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THE WOMEN'S SERVICES 


18. Recruitment to both commissioned and non-commissioned service 


in the Women's Services and the Nursing Services continues to be 


satisfactory. Recruitment details are as follows: 


1 April-31 December PercentagPercentagee 

AlAlll ServiceServicess (9 months) DifferencDifferencee 


(inc(incll NursingNursing)) 19719744 oveoverr 19719733 

CC++ oorr --))


1973 1974-

Officers 242 210 -13 


Servicewomen 3,224 3,960 *23 


Total: 3,466 4,170 +20 

19. A recently concluded review of the future role and organi

sation of the Women's Royal Naval Service (WRNS) proposes 


c h a n g e  s designed to integrate the WRNS more closely into 


the Naval Service, to give wider employment opportunities and to 


make more effective use of the high quality of officers and ratings 


available. These proposals are still being considered. 


ENGAGEMENT SCHEMES 


Young Entrants' Option 


20. During the last nine months of 1974-, some 9,500 young entrants 

became entitled to shorten their engagements on reaching the age 

of 18. The proportion that did so is shown in the following table: 
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1 April-31 December 
ServicServicee (9 months) 

1973 1974* 

RoyaRoyall NavNavyy 
(Percentage) 

35 

(Percentage)
28 

RoyaRoyall MarineMariness 24 23 

ArmArmyy 38 40 

RoyaRoyall AiAirr ForcForcee 13 15 

AlAlll ServicesvServicesv.. 33 33 

* Estimate 
PAY AND PENSIONS 


21. In their Third Report (1974), the Armed Forces Pay Review 

Body recommended further increases in military salaries, including 

an increased rate of the X factor, to take account for the first 

time of unsocial hours. The recommendations were implemented with 

effect from 1 April 1974. The basic pay of Servicewomen, exclusive 

of the X factor, was increased from 95 per cent to 97^ per cent 

of the rate for men. Other improvements include a new form of 

additional pay for Servicemen in Northern Ireland. 

22. The second phase of the review of the Armed Forces Pension 

Scheme resulted in the introduction,on 1 April 1973, of substantial 

improvements in benefits (including widows' pensions) in cases 

of invaliding or death, especially when these are attributable to 

duty. The third stage of the Pensions Review has now been com

pleted and the resulting changes will take effect from 1 April 1975. 

The main effect is to preserve pension rights for those who will 

serve for at least the specified minimum period of five years 
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but not long enough to qualify for an immediate award on retire

ment. The new arrangements will take the form of the award of 


deferred pensions and terminal grants at the age of 60, although 


we hope that eventually Servicemen who leave will have their 


pension values transferred to the pension schemes of their subse

quent employers, in line with the Social Security Act 1 9 7 3  -


CONDITIONS OF SERVICE 


Housing; for Servicemen and their Families 


23. Some Servicemen experience problems in obtaining suitable 


housing on leaving the Services and measures to alleviate these 


difficulties are being considered. The advice given to local 


authorities on the provision of council housing for ex-Servicemen 


has been reviewed in consultation with the Department of the 

u 

Environment, /"who have issuedJ a new guidance 
circular. Improvements are being made to the existing Assisted 

, I I 

House Purchase Scheme, by increasing the amounts available to 


participants and by extending the period during which the advance 


of pay can be made from the last year of service to the last two 


years. In addition, a new Assisted House Purchase Scheme is to be 


introduced, designed to help those in the Services of 5 0 years of 


age or more to buy a house in the last five years of their 


service. 


Family Welfare 


24. The report of the Naval Welfare Committee, under Lord Seebohm, 

was published in February 1974. Its key recommendation, to build 

up a professionally-staffed social service to encompass all aspects 

of welfare for Naval personnel and their families, has been accepted 
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and the professional head of the organisation was appointed in 

November 1974-. Many of the Committee's further recommendations 

are being implemented; others are still being considered. 

25. An Army Welfare Inquiry Committee has been set up, and this was 

announced in the House of Commons during the Defence Debate on 

13 May 1974-. The Committee, under the Chairmanship of 

Professor J C Spencer, is well advanced with its task of reviewing 

welfare provision for Army personnel and their families in the 

United Kingdom and hopes to report late in 1975* 

26. In the meantime, Army Unit Families Off icers with a special respon

sibility for family welfare (and formerly confined to infantry 


battalions) are to be introduced in all field force units. The 


Housing Commandant Organisation, which has proved so successful in 


the United Kingdom, has been extended to the British Army of the 


Rhine. 


Cyprus 


27. Special arrangements were made to assist with the many 


administrative and domestic problems arising out of the evacuation 


of families from Cyprus. 


Improvements of Conditions for Troops in Northern Ireland 


28. A great deal of effort is being devoted to improving the 


emergency accommodation and general amenities for troops in 


Northern Ireland. Improvements include better recreational 


facilities, a free air-letter card postal service between 


Servicemen and their families in Great Britain or in West Germany 


and further telephone concessions. 
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29- Leave schemes for those serving in Northern Ireland on 


four-month emergency tours have been further improved by the 


introduction of four days Rest and Recuperation Leave, with 


free travel to Great Britain or West Germany. Families of the 


permanent garrison may now travel free of charge to Great Britain 


twice a year by rail and sea, with entitlements for free car ferry 


warrants and sleeping berths for overnight sea crossings. 


After-Care of Invalided Ex-Servicemen and of British Forces' Widows 


3C A special unit has been established in the Ministry of Defence 


to monitor the after-care of soldiers discharged from the Army on 


medical grounds, and to provide advice for the widows of those 


who die. 


Television in Germany 


3 1 . The intention is to introduce a live British television service for 

the British Forces in West Germany. All the main concentrations 

of personnel and families should receive this service within about 

three years and in the meantime we plan a more restricted recorded 

service, starting in those areas where the need for amenities is 

greatest. 

DEFENCE MEDICAL SERVICES 


32. Work has been proceeding on the Report of the Defence Medical 


Services Inquiry Committee which was set up "To review the arrange

ments for providing medical, dental and nursing services for the 


Armed Services at home and abroad for peace and war in the light 


of developments in Defence Policy". 


33. The Report recommended against amalgamating the three medical 

services but made a number of proposals for improved machinery 
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within the Ministry of Defence for co-ordinating and rationalising 


medical and dental matters. A main suggestion 


was for the Defence Medical Services Co-ordinating 


Committee to assume a new importance and for the Chief of 


Personnel and Logistics to be appointed as its Chairman. This 


proposal has been accepted and during the last 18 months the 


Committee has been overseeing work on all aspects of the Report's 


recommendations. 


-34. Two-thirds of the recommendations have now been accepted; 


in a few cases the acceptance has had to be qualified. Some 


of those accepted have been implemented without delay; others 


are essentially long-term and, even if accepted in principle, 


cannot be implemented for some years. Others again are more 


in the nature of general guidance than specific proposals. A 


small number of recommendations has not been accepted. Work 


is still proceeding on the remainder of those recommendations 


which need detailed consideration. 


35. It has been agreed that there should be substantial reduction in the 


total number of beds provided in Service hospitals over the next 


ten years; the final figure following the Defence Review has 


yet to be established but we expect the present number to be 
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reduced by about one-fifth. As the Report had recommended, the 

future use of the new Army hospital at Woolwich was immediately 

reviewed. This review confirmed the need for the hospital and 

construction is continuing. The Ministry of Defence has accepted 

that there is no longer any Service need for the hospital at 

Cosford and negotiations are in train for the Royal Air Force to 

continue running the hospital for the National Health Service, 

It has been agreed that the hospital at Colchester can be closed, once 

alternative arrangements have been completed to provide cover for 

the Servicemen and their families in the area. The Ministry of 

Defence accepts the recommendation that the Army hospital at Tidworth 

and the Royal Air Force hospital, Wroughton, are no longer 

both necessary. The hospital at Tidworth will be 

closed by April 1977 and units in the Tidworth area 

will then be served by Wroughton, which will be manned jointly by 

the Army and the Royal Air Force. 

Married Accommodation, Education and Medical Services 


36. In Government Observations on the Ninth Report from the 

Expenditure Committee (Cmnd. 5245), the Ministry of Defence under

took to set out estimated expenditure on medical services, 

education (largely of Services' children) and married accommodation. 

For 1975-76, these costs are estimated to be about 5irper cent of 

total defence expenditure, or about one-quarter per cent of GNP, as 
f o l l o w s  : £million 

Medical Services 85 

Education 63 

Married Accommodation 112 

Total 260 
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SUPPORT 


PART I; EDUCATION AND TRAINING 


HIGHER DEFENCE TRAINING AND STUDIES 


1. The Ministry of Defence continues to maintain a close association 

with universities and other academic institutions through Defence 

Lecturers, Defence Fellows and a programme of study conferences and 

seminars,, An eighth Defence Lecturer has been appointed. Six 

serving officers are holding Defence Fellowships and a Service 

Fellowship scheme has been initiated, under which selected Service 

officers spend a residential term at a university carrying out 

defence studies of their choice. 

INITIAL AND SPECIALIST TRAINING 


ROYAL NAVY AND ROYAL MARINES 


Special Duties Officer Candidate Training 


2. Special courses are provided for non-technical ratings selected 


for commissions on the Special Duties List. In January 197h these 


courses were moved from HMS St George, Portsmouth, to Britannia Royal 


Naval College, Dartmouth, where Direct Entry Officers are trained. 


Seamen Officer Branch Structure and Training 


3. Since 1972 there has been a progressive introduction of the 


post of Principal Warfare Officer, trained to "fight the ship" and 


give his Captain co-ordinated advice on operational matters covering 


all aspects of warfare at sea. After serving as a Principal 


Warfare Officer at sea, about one-third of Seaman Officers will be 


selected for advanced warfare training which is designed to prepare 


them to fill more senior posts on sea-going staffs and in some 
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posts ashore; a small number of Principal Warfare Officers are 
also given advanced training in navigation. 
Introduction of an Operations Branch 
^, Following the introduction of the Principal Warfare Officer, 
a review was made of the rating structure in the Seaman Branch 
which took into account the greater responsibility delegated to 
Seaman ratings in the Operations Room, and the growing area of 
common ground between the tasks of Seamen and Communications. 
Branch ratings within the Operations Room. As a result, 
the former Seaman and Communications Branches were combined to form 
the Operations Branch on 1 January 1 9 7 5 - This re-organisation has 
entailed important structural changes in the former Seamen Branch, 
bringing it into line with the rest of the Service in terms of 
structure, training and advancement. 
Restructuring of the Catering Branch 
5, The first of a new style of rating known as Catering Accountant 
entered the Navy in February 1 9 7 5 . This development marks the 
beginning of a rationalisation of the Naval catering and allied tasks 
and will lead eventually to the duties of the existing Catering 
Officers and Cookery Officers being amalgamated and carried out by 
Catering Officers with a broader training than hitherto. 

ARMY 


Officer Cadet and Young Officer Training 


6 . The new pattern of training for the officer entry, introduced 
at Sandhurst in 1 9 7 2 , is proving successful and only minor refinements 
have had to be made to the syllabus. 
Degree Training 
7 . 1 6 9 serving officers ( 1 7 0 in 1 9 7 3 ) and 1 1 University Cadets 
(13 in 1 9 7 3 ) are reading for degrees in Engineering and Applied 
Science at the Royal Military College of Science. In addition, 
88 serving officers ( 7 9 in 1 9 7 3 ) and 126 University Cadets ( 1 0 1 in 
1973) are at universities. 
Officer Training Review 
8. The Committee on Army Regular Officer Training has produced a 


preliminary report and is expected to make its final recommendations 


shortly. 
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Training of Junior S o l d i e r s 

9 . In the Statement on the Defence Estimates 1 9 6 9 (Cmnd. 3 9 2 7 ) ,

was announced that the Army was examining the arrangements f o r t r a i 

ing the Junior entry . The r e s u l t s of t h i s study were announced 

in November 1 9 7 3 and the f o l l ow ing measures have been implemented: 

a.	 the t r a i n i n g of Junior Tradesmen has been t r a n s f e r r e d 

to the Junior t r a i n i n g un i t s ,of i n d i v i d u a l Arms and 

Corps and the Junior Tradesmen's Regiments at Rhyl 

and Troon have been closed; 

b.	 the t r a i n i n g of Junior Infantrymen i s now c a r r i e d out 

at d i v i s i o n a l depots and a l l In f ant ry Junior Leaders 

are now t r a ined c e n t r a l l y at the In f an t ry Junior 

Leaders B a t t a l i o n at S h o r n c l i f f e . 

1 0 . As explained in Chapter V (paragraph 1 3 ) . the recruitment of 

Juniors, f o l l ow ing the r a i s i n g of the school l e av ing age, has 

considerably exceeded expectat ions ; and other changes announced in 

November 1 9 7 3 , which would have reduced the capac i ty of the Junior 

Training o rgan i sa t i on , w i l l not now take p l a c e . Consequently, f o r 

the time being, the Junior Leaders Regiment of the Royal Engineers 

and the Royal Corps of Transport w i l l remain at Dover and Taunton 

respect ive ly . I t has a l s o been necessary to t r a n s f e r the t r a i n i n g 

of Junior s o l d i e r r e c r u i t s of the Royal S i gna l s to Ca t te r i ck from 

the Army Apprentices Co l l ege a t Harrogate . The camp at Oswestry 

is being re ta ined fo r at l e a s t a f u r the r s i x months (from the 

previously announced c l o su re date of 1 A p r i l 1 9 7 5 ) as a Junior 

Infantry wing t o cater f o r those Junior Infantrymen who cannot be 

trained at d i v i s i o n a l depots because of a shortage of l i v i n g 

accommodation. 
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11, A further review of the Junior Training organisation is 


in hand to take account of the latest forecasts of recruiting 


trends and the implications of the Governmenfs review of defence 


expenditure. 


ROYAL AIR FORCE 


Ground Training 


12. A common training syllabus has been introduced at the Royal 


Air Force College, Cranwell, and the Officer Cadet Training Unit, 


Henlow, which will ensure that all new officers receive the same 


instruction in their duties as officers. 


13, A revised pattern of command and staff training outlined in 


the Statement on the Defence Estimates 1973 (Cmnd. 5231) has been 


adopted by the Royal Air Force,and introduction will be completed 


by August 1975. 


14. The organisation and resources of Training Command have been 


reviewed as part of the continued search for economies in training. 


At the end of 1973 Headquarters 24 Group at Rudloe Manor 

responsible for ground training - was closed and its tasks transferred 


to the Headquarters of the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Training 


Command^with a saving in staff. A continuing and compre

hensive review of the total training task is enabling the redeployment 


of essential training into fewer but more cost-effective units and 


Hoyal Air Force Stations at Manby, Upwood, Spitalgate and Debden to 


be closed. Apprentice training has also been reviewed, in relation 


to the raising of the school leaving age, and is now being confined 


to training a substantially smaller number of dual-skill tradesmen. 
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RECOGNITION OF SERVICE TRAINING 


15. Progress has heen made in negotiations with the Council of 


Engineering Institutions (CEI) to ensure that Servicemen achieve 


nationally recognised qualifications on completion of training. 


These awards include Ordinary National Certificates in Engineering 


and various City and Guilds of London Institute Certificates. The 


eligibility of some categories for registration as Technician 


Engineers (CEI) or Technicians (CEI) as appropriate has been 


recognised and discussions continue on the eligibility of others. 


FLYING TRAINING 


Royal Navy 


16. The RAF continues to provide elementary flying training for 
Royal Navy helicopter pilots,using Bulldog aircraft at RAF Leeming 
from November 1974. The Gazelle helicopter is now in service and has 
been used by the Royal Navy for basic flying training at the Royal 
Naval Air Station, Culdrose since January 1975. 

17. On 1 April 197U the Aircrewman Branch was formed to provide 


the necessary manpower for aircrew duties, formerly provided by 


ratings loaned from other Branches. The Aircrewman Branch will 


provide a career with advancement based on the development of 


aircrewman skills. 


Army 


18.	 The Army Air Corps trains its own pilots and aircrewmen and 


the pilots of the Royal Marines Commando Brigade Squadron. The 


Sioux helicopter is being gradually replaced by the Gazelle for 


flying training beyond the basic stage. 


Royal Air Force 


1 9 . A new pattern of pilot training was introduced towards the 


end of 197L which reduced training time without lowering standards. 
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Coupled with this new system, pilot training has been reorganised with

in the Royal Air Force Training Command so that it can be carried out more 


economically and at fewer stations. RAF Oakington closed in December 


197U; RAF Church Fenton will be reduced to a relief landing ground by 


31 March 1 9 7 5 . In October 1 9 7 3 all aircrew training, other than 


pilot training, was combined at RAF Finningley. 


2 0 . The past two years have seen the following 


developments :

a. 	 the Varsity fixed-wing aircraft and the Sioux 


helicopter will no longer be msed in the pilot 


training role. With reduced future 


needs for such aircraft, multi-engine flying 


training has been temporarily suspended. When it is resumed 


on a smaller scale, training may be carried out by civil 


contract. The future of the Jetstream, as a replace
ment for the Varsity in the multi-engine pilot 


training role is under consideration; 


b. the Gazelle helicopter came into service in April 1 9 7 3 


and is being used in the Royal Air Force for the 


training of instructors of the three Services; 


c.	 the re-equipment of the university air squadrons with 
the Bulldog fixed-wing training aircraft, replacing 
the Chipmunk, started in September 1 9 7 3 and is now 
almost complete; 

d.	 the proposal contained in the Statement on the Defence 


Estimates 1 9 7 3 (Cmnd. 5 2 3 1 ) , that the Argosy should 


be used to replace the Varsity in the rear crew 


training role, has been reconsidered. Developments 


in synthetic ground training aids have shown that 
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some a i rborne t r a i n ing can be dispensed with . 

So the Argosy w i l l no longer be requi red f o r 

f l y i n g t r a i n i n g . 

21, The Jaguar Operat iona l Conversion Unit (OCU), formed at 

Lossiemouth in July 197k from the nucleus of the Jaguar Conversion 

Team, now t r a i n s p i l o t s f o r opera t iona l squadrons and w i l l 

shortly begin pos t - g raduate courses f o r Weapons Ins t ruc to r s and 

Instrument Rating Examiners. 

22.	 The t r a n s f e r of Phantom squadrons to the a i r defence r o l e made 

it poss ib l e to c l o s e the L ightn ing OCU on 30 September 197k; the 

Phantom OCU has l a r g e l y converted from ground attack to a i r defence 

training. 

JOINT TRAINING 

Trl -Service T ra in ing 

23. The Min is t ry of Defence favours j o i n t t r a i n i n g where i t i s 

practicable and economical. In some areas ( such as Automatic Data 

Processing, Nuc lear B i o l o g i c a l and Chemical Defence and I n t e l l i g e n c e ) 

training i s c a r r i ed out j o i n t l y . The scope f o r more j o i n t 

training i s l im i t ed , not l e a s t because 

expensive new c a p i t a l f a c i l i t i e s would o f ten be requ i red i f j o i n t 

training schemes were to be implemented. But t h i s i s a complex 

and d i f f i c u l t f i e l d and an independent enquiry i s to be he ld in 

order to ensure that we take f u l l advantage of j o i n t t r a i n i n g . Mean

while we w i l l continue t o study the p o s s i b i l i t y of fu r ther j o i n t 

training where p r a c t i c a b l e and economical. P o s s i b l e areas f o r j o i n t 

training a r e : 

a .	 I n i t i a l f i xed -w ing t r a i n i n g f o r h e l i c o p t e r p i l o t 

t r a i n e e s . 
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b. training of all vehicle mechanics; 


c. training of Physical Training Instructors. 


An assessment will also 


be made of the possible uses of modular training and of the 


impact of Defence Review decisions on training requirements. 


Adventurous Training 


24. The tri-Service Adventurous Training programme instituted in 


1971 has now become well established. It provides means by which 


Servicemen can be faced with tests of courage, endurance and character 


of a kind not otherwise readily available in peacetime. 


European Collaboration 


25, Training collaboration with pur European Allies will be actively 


pursued in the Eurogroup. . All Services are seeking to identify pro
jects for collaboration arising from the introduction of the new 


training methods and new equipment, either on a joint or single 


Service basis. Joint training of forward air controllers is already 


being successfully undertaken in conjunction with the Federal 


Republic of Germany (FRG), and discussions with the FRG 


are well advanced for training personnel to operate and 


maintain the Lance missile. 


COMMONWEALTH AND FOREIGN TRAINING 


26* Last year over 6,000 officers and men from overseas attended 


training courses in the United Kingdom. The Services continued to 


provide personnel to other countries to help with local training. 


PART II: PRODUCTION AND SUPPORT ORGANISATION 


IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 


ROYAL NAVAL MAINTENANCE AND SUPPLY ORGANISATION 


HM Dockyards 


27.	 The Royal Dockyards are having difficulty in 
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recruiting and retaining labour. It will be necessary to continue 


and intensify measures to improve recruitment and productivity if 


the Dockyards are to undertake their planned programmes successfully. 


28. In 1 9 7 5 - 6  , refitting and refuelling of nuclear submarines will 


be the major task at both Chatham and Rosyth. Chatham has recently 


become capable of refitting two nuclear submarines at the same time 


(dual streaming). Rosyth will continue to specialise in the nuclear

powered Polaris vessels. Both yards will also undertake surface 


ship refits. The programme for Portsmouth includes one major refit 


and two normal refits of guided-missile destroyers, the normal 


refit of the cruiser HMS Tiger, frigate refits and a dual stream 


programme of conventional submarine refits. Devonport will continue 


to undertake the major share of Leander class frigate refits. Its 


programme will also include the normal refit of the assault ship 


HMS Fearless, conventional submarine refits and nuclear submarine 


dockings. Gibraltar Dockyard will continue with a programme of 


refits of frigates and coastal minesweepers. The Dockyards will also 


undertake work during 1 9 7 5 - 6 on a variety of other vessels and craft, 


including the refits of some Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessels at 


Devonport and Chatham, help with new construction for the Royal 


Navy and other work for civil customers. 


2 9 .	 Improvements to management systems include new procedures for 


dockyard resources allocation, refit planning and production control. 


Action is being taken to introduce a separate Dockyard Vote into 


the Defence Estimates for 1 9 7 6 - 7 7  . This will provide a 


clearer accountability to Parliament and an added stimulus to 


efficiency. 
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Wflval Aircraft Repair Organisation (MQ.) 


30. Work is almost complete on re-organising the Naval Aircraft 


Repair Organisation, following the assumption of responsibility by 


the Royal Air Force for repairing Naval fixed-wing aircraft, and 


by the ftoyal Navy for repairing the helicopters of all 

three Services. Preparations are also well advanced for the 


overhaul and repair within the NARO of marine gas-turbine engines 


for the Fleet. We are studying ways of improving 


the efficiency and competitiveness of the NARO,without reducing 


its flexibility in responding to urgent operational requirements. 


The Royal Naval Supply and Transport Service (RNSTS) 


31. Multi-purpose workshops are being constructed at 


Portsmouth and Devonport to help the RNSTS to service 


sophisticated weapons.' They are a significant improvement on 


existing maintenance facilities. Each workshop is self-contained 


and able to maintain a variety of weapons, with better protection 


for personnel and equipment in the event of an accident. 


ROYAL ORDNANCE FACTORIES 


Introduction of a Trading Fund 


32. prom 1 July 197U the operations of the Royal Ordnance 


Factories (ROFs) have been financed by means of a Trading Fund 


instead of by annual votes and appropriations. So no 


Vote provision has been made for their operations in Defence 


Estimates. The disciplines and responsibilities of the new funding 


arrangements, coupled with the greater autonomy which the Trading 
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Fund has brought, should provide the opportunity and means to 


improve upon the high standards maintained in the past. 


Future Programme 


33. Planned production in 1975-76 includes ammunition, explosives 

and air-dropped weapons, armoured fighting vehicles and combat 

reconnaissance vehicles, guns of various calibres (including the 

new light field gun), cannon and general purpose machine guns, and 

contributions to the guided weapons programme. The ROFs co-operate 

with the Ministry of Defence's Research and Development Establishments 

in development of, among other things, armoured vehicles, guns 

and ammunition. The organisation - eleven factories and two agency 

factories - is expected to produce an output worth about £123 

million; some 40 per cent of this will be for export, including 

equipment for our European Allies. In common with the United 

Kingdom defence industry, the ROF organisation is making the 

necessary arrangements for assuming full responsibility for quality 

control and plans to complete these during 1976. 

ARMY SUPPORT ORGANISATION 


Royal Army Ordnance Corps Computerised Inventory System 


34. The statement on the Defence Estimates 1971 (Cmnd. 4-592) outlined 

plans for a computerised Central Inventory Control Point (CICP) at 

Bicester to improve the management of Ordnance materiel. The CICP 

was opened in April 1972 and the Royal Army Ordnance Corps' commodity 

range has been almost transferred to it. Control of RAOC stocks in 

the British Army of the Rhine has been taken over by an Inventory 

Control Point (iCP) at Viersen, directly linked with the CICP. Control 

by computer has also been,extended to Berlin and 
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Hong Kong. A trial is planned to take 


place shortly on the use of small mobile computers at inventory 

points within brigades. The development of a computer-based system 

to support overseas sales continues. A feasibility study in 

the use of computer output on microfilm is well advanced 

and its introduction early in 1976 should 

achieve worthwhile savings in paper and distribution costs. 

Availability of Spares 

35" The flow of spare parts from industry has been significantly 

reduced as a result of difficulties over the past year. 

Vehicles have therefore been used less to conserve stocks. Since 

operational maintenance in, for example, Northern Ireland could 

not be stinted, economies have had to be made mainly in 

training. These constraints on the Army's normal levels of activity 

are likely to continue in the immediate future. 

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE SUPPORT ORGANISATION 


Economy in Support Costs 


36. The major review of Royal Air Force manpower and support 

requirements mentioned in Chapter V of the Statement on the Defence 

Estimates . 1973 (Cmnd. 5231) has already resulted in a saving 

of some 8,000 Service and civilian posts and should lead to further 

reductions during 1975-76. This review, together with 

various studies directed towards minimising supply and maintenance 

costs, forms part of a continuing process to maintain the most 

cost-effective support organisation. For example, the 

replacement supply ADP System becomes operational in 1975 and will, by 

1977, have taken over the functions of individual depot computers. 
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The Royal Air Force, with one of the largest real-time computer 


systems in Europe, will be the first Service to have a totally 


centralised network controlling supply world-wide. 


There will be over 600 visual display units and associated printers 


distributed among all self-accounting units in the United Kingdom 


and West Germany. Many routine clerical tasks will be eliminated. 


37. A new Controllerate of Engineering and Supply was set up on 

1 November 1973 and Royal Air Force Engineering and Supply staffs 

at the Ministry of Defence have been integrated under one Controller 

to provide for co-ordinated management and development of 

support in the Royal Air Force. We are examining the 

extent to which management can be improved by integrating Engineering 

and Supply staffs at Command Headquarters and Royal Air Force 

stations. 

Logistic Support 

38. The Royal Air Force is taking full advantage of the opportuni

ties offered by the international collaborative aircraft programmes 


to reduce RAF support costs. The principle of inter-dependent 


logistics is being followed in developing the support arrangements 


for the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft. 


INTER-SERVICE CO-ORDINATION OF SUPPORT 


39. There has been further rationalisation of supply and engineering 


support. Since March 1973 the Royal Air Force has been responsible 


for supplying aircraft spares to all three Services. The scheme 


for rationalising the support of new equipments to be used by more 


than one Service has gone well. 
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jt^O, As a result of rationalisation, significant progress has been 

made in establishing inter-Service and common support procedures. 

In order to control this activity, a four year project is in 

hand to achieve compatibility by the late 1970S between the 

various support ADP systems. Methods, terminology and data will 

be standardised in areas where ADP systems overlap. Eventually 

the project should enable routine inter-Service transactions to 

be carried out automatically, thus increasing effectiveness and 

economy in manpower. 

41. In 1966 the United Kingdom adopted the NATO codification system for 


numbering and cataloguing stores and equipment and all new items 


are codified under that system. A programme for retrospective 


codification of items already in use was also put in handand this 


has now been substantially completed; in the process some 15 per cent 


of the items codified were found to be duplicates (that is, 


identical items held under different reference numbers). These 


were eliminated, with consequent ^savings in administrative costs. 


Discussions are taking place in NATO on possible extensions of the 


codification system to enable detailed information about items of 


defence equipment to be exchanged between Allies. This 


would be of value, for example, in the logistic support of common 


weapons systems. 


LANDS 


42. The Defence Lands Committee, under the chairmanship of Lord 


Nugent of Guildford, reported in July 1973. While recognising that 


the amount of land available to the Services to meet their needs 
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especially for training-was "barely adequate, the Report made a 


number of recommendations for releasing land at various sites and 


for further improving the management of the Defence estate. 


The Government's acceptance of the majority of the recommendations 


of the Committee was announced in a White Paper (Cmnd,5714) in 


August 1974. The recommendation that the Royal Armoured Corps 


Gunnery School should move from Lulworth to Castlemartin was not 


accepted but steps are being taken to improve public access to the 


area. The Ministry of Defence's policy of limiting holdings of land 


to the minimum necessary to meet training and other needs 


will be continued. 


^3, Following a review of all Ministry of Defence land holdings in 


Gibraltar, some sites have been transferred to the Gibraltar 


Government. 


WORKS SERVICES 


i+4. Work continues on re-developing the Naval bases 


at Devonport, Portsmouth and Rosyth. Work is under way on a 


nuclear submarine refit facility at Devonport. 


45. Projects are in hand to improve working and living conditions; 


to promote economy in Army logistic installations in the 


United Kingdom; and to provide for the introduction of new weapons 


in BAOR. 


U6. some £4 million will be spent on providing modern storage 


facilities for the Royal Air Force. Work will continue to meet 


requirements for Jaguar aircraft and to provide other operational 


facilities, including aircraft and engine test houses to reduce the 


noise of testing aircraft engines. 
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47. There is a continuing programme for improving living 

accommodation for single men and for providing quarters for 

the increasing numbers of married men. In the United Kingdom, about 

2,000 married quarters will be started and older married quarter 

estates will continue to be improved. The increasing number of 

Service dependants in West Germany has created a need for additional 

school places and NAAFI families' shops; these are being provided 

as quickly as resources allow. 

HIRINGS 

48. Hiring married quarters for all the Services will cost about 


£30 million in 1975-76. Most of this spending is in West 


Germany, where the number of hirings is expected to reach some 25,000 


by the end of 1975-76, compared with 21,300 at the start of 1974-75. 


MOVEMENTS 


k9. Despite fuel restrictions, essential tasks are still being carried 


out, including the movement of military units to and from Narthem Ireland 


kiRCgfaLAir Force aircraft and by military and civil shipping. 


50. There has been an increase in the movement of TAVR units and 


individuals for overseas training and in sea movement of 


cargo to the training area at Suffield in Canada. 


51 At the end of 1973 the Royal Air Force conducted Operation LUCAN, 


transferring about 30,000 refugees between Pakistan and Bangladesh. 


52. The Cyprus emergency in mid-1974 created a big movements task, 
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which is described in detail in Chapter III (paragraphs 31 


to 33 ). The loss of the major civil ports in Cyprus and the lack 


of alternative port facilities made it necessary to ship all Service 


sea freight in Service Landing Ships Logistics (LSLs) unloading 


directly into the Sovereign Base Areas. 


METEOROLOGY 


53. Meteorological teams in the hydrographic survey ship 


FMS Hecla and two Specially chartered ships took part in a major 


international experiment (GATE) to study weather systems in the 


tropical Atlantic. The Hercules aircraft of the Meteorological 


Research Flight, with its wide range of instruments, also played 


an outstanding role in collecting observations. A small team of 


meteorologists at Bracknell is collecting, co-ordinating and 


analysing the data relevant to larger-scale weather systems and is 


studying the possibility of predicting tropical weather patterns. 


5k* Preparations have begun to establish a European Centre 

for medium-range weather forecasts at Bracknell. This 

is a joint venture with a number of European countries and will 

undertake intensive research into the dynamics of the atmosphere 

and into techniques of preparing, by numerical methods, weather 

forecasts for four to ten days ahead. It will ultimately issue 

these forecasts for use by meteorological services throughout Europe: 

and is expected to acquire its own computing facilities in due 

course. 
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55.	 Studies are being carried out, on behalf of the Department of 


Industry, to examine whether large-scale operations of supersonic 


aircraft in the stratosphere are likely to affect the environment. 


56. Collaboration on meteorological satellite projects continues. 


British-designed instruments to measure stratospheric temperatures 


are now being built in the United Kingdom for Inclusion in the 


United States TIROS-N satellite due to be launched in 1977. The 


European Space Research Organisation is also being given scientific 


and technical advice about the European meteorological geo

stationary satellite (METEOSAT) to be launched in the same year. 


SALES 


57. Exports of defence equipment continue to make a valuable 


contribution to national exports. Overseas sales of defence equip

ment cover a wide range of items produced by the private sector 


of industry and by the Poyal Ordnance Factories. The Defence Sales 


organisation has continued to provide support, assistance and advice 


to industry, and exports are expected to reach the value of £560 


million in 1975-76. 

" w 

COSTS AND MANPOWER 


58.	 The costs of support functions, and the Service and civilian 

manpower strengths engaged in them, are shown at Annex B . 
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VII 


RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 


COST OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 


1. In 1975-76 the total cost of research and development 

(R & D) is expected to he £554 million of which research 

will account for £86 million. An analysis of this expenditure 

in its six main categories is provided at Annex B. Actual expen

diture on R & D in 1973-74 and forecast expenditure in 

1974-75 at comparable prices were £483 million and £532 million 

respectively. The 1975-76 total of £554 million represents 

12 per cent of the defence budget compared with 11 per cent in 

1973-74 and 12 per cent in 1974-75- Trends in R &  D expen

diture following the Defence Review are discussed,in Chapter I, 

paragraph JJ. 

THE RESEARCH PROGRAMME 


2 . The research programme, which is the responsibility of 

the Controller of Research and Development Establishments and 

Research, provides the scientific and technological base for new 

weapon and equipment projects. Research work is carried out 

mainly in defence-related industries and the R &  D Establish

ments, with some assistance from university research labora

tories. The programme involves work in 18 major fields of 

research (such as aerodynamics, electronics, armaments, ships 

and submarines), and ranges through basic and applied research 

to exploratory development work. 

3. The main objectives of the research programme are to 


initiate and investigate advances in science and technology 


relevant to defence and to determine their application to 
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weapon systems. The programme provides the technological base 


from which new Service requirements can be studied and met. It 


also seeks to solve technical problems and provides the 


expertise to tackle promptly the unforeseen problems which 


inevitably arise during the course of development work and 


after the introduction of equipment into service. 


4. Of the estimated £86 million for research in 


1975-76, £16 million will relate to general or 


basic research and £70 million to applied research and explor

atory development. It is estimated that research work carried 


out in defence establishments, but directed to civil objectives, 


will result in receipts of £18 million. This reflects reductions 


in the civil aerospace work supported by the Department of 


Industry. 


RATIONALISATION OF R & D ESTABLISHMENTS .,, 


5. The first stage of the rationalisation of R & D Establish

ments, announced in the 1973 Statement on Defence Estimates 


(Cmnd. 5231), is being implemented. The rationalisation programme 


is based on a structure of four "Systems' Establishments (each 


concerned with one of the main defence environments - sea, land, 


air and underwater), complemented and supported by a number of 


"Technology' Establishments. 


6. The Systems Establishments help the appropriate Service 


or Services to evaluate major weapon systems and equipment, and 


are responsible for supporting their development and introduction 


into Service use. The co-ordination of the development of the 


sub-systems of a proposed new weapon or equipment is highly 
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specialised, is vital to the overall success of the project, and 


requires the closest working relationship between R &  D Estab

lishments, Royal Ordnance Factories, industry and the Services. 


However, it is neither practicable nor economic to make the 


individual Systems Establishments self-sufficient in all the 


technologies required, particularly where these technologies 


are common to all or several environments or relate to a variety 


of likely users. They will therefore be supported by Technology 


Establishments which concentrate on specific technologies and 


the appropriate sub-systems (such as communicationsand engineering 


equipment or propulsion units). 


7 - Proposals being considered for the second stage of the 

rationalisation programme are concerned with Establishments 

engaged in marine, explosives and materials technologies. Any 

changes will be the subject of consultations with the Staff and 

Trades Union Sides and other interested parties before any 

decisions are taken. 

INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATION 


8 . 1 The advantages of collective procurement of defence 

equipment are set out in Chapter II (paragraphs / JJ and /  - 7 ) -

The British Armed Services and industry can fairly claim to be 

in the forefront of the movement towards international collab

oration. Collaborative projects currently in development 

include the Anglo-German-Italian Multi-Role Combat Aircraft; 

two major artillery weapons, the SP 7 0 and FH 70, on which the 

same three countries are collaborating; and the Anglo-French 

Lynx helicopter. These and other co-operative ventures will 
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account for about 15 per cent of the money to be spent on 

research and development in 1975-76' 

9 . Collaborative development is possible only when the defence 

equipment needs of two or more nations are similar. The aim must b 


to identify these needs so far in advance that national 

planning can be collaborative. To this end, the United 

Kingdom is an active member of all the Allied organisations 

which seek to promote equipment collaboration, and maintains 

numerous direct bilateral and multilateral relationships for 

this purpose with our NATO and Commonwealth partners. The effort 

to reconcile different military, economic and industrial require

ments and timescales is substantial, and for the most part 

tangible results on further projects are more likely to appear 

in the 1980s and 1990s than in this decade. 

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES 1975-76 

10. The management of the development programmes is the respon

sibility of tne appropriate Systems Controller in the Procurement 


Executive - the Controller of the Navy, the Master-General of 


the Ordnance, or the Controller of Aircraft. The principal 


projects now in progress are set out in the following sections. 


AIRCRAFT AND AIRCRAFT WEAPONS 


The Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MRCA) 


11. The strike/attack/reconnaissance version of the MRCA has 


high priority in the aircraft programme. The swing-wing design 


will give the aircraft great operational flexibility. Its 


advanced electronic equipment will enable it to deliver weapons 
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accurately, in all weather conditions and at night; and at 


altitudes which will minimise its vulnerability to defensive 


systems. 


1 2 . The first part of the development phase was completed in 

September 1 9 7 4 after the aircraft had made a successful first 

flight on 14 August 1 9 7 4 . The second part of the development 

phase has now begun and will last until the end of 1 9 7 5 - Progress 

will be reviewed around the middle of the year. Preparation work 

for production has been authorised. Project definition is under 

way in the United Kingdom of an air defence variant for the 

Royal Air Force, to be equipped with an advanced new radar and 

air-to-air guided weapons. 

Lynx 
1 3 - The Lynx twin-engined helicopter is at an advanced stage of 

development and production work has now begun. First delivery 

to the British Services is expected in 1 9 7 6 . The Lynx is notable 

for its speed and range and will improve the operational capa

bilities of the Royal Navy's new classes of frigates and destro

yers, enabling them to attack submarines with light-weight 


torpedoes, and surface vessels with the planned Skua missile 


(see paragraph 20 below). Lynx will also carry out 


s u r v e i l l a n c e a n d r e c o n n a i s s a n c e . 


A utility version to carry anti-tank guided weapons is 


being developed for the Army; it will also be used for 


casualty evacuation, as an airborne command post,for directing 


artillery fire and for the rapid movement of men and supplies. 


Hawk 


14. The HS 1182 two-seat trainer, now named the Hawk, is in full dev

elopment and made its first flight successfully last summer. It will be used 
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accurately, in all weather conditions and at night; and at 


altitudes which will minimise its vulnerability to defensive 


systems. 


12. The first part of the development phase was completed in 

September 1 9 7 4 after the aircraft had made a successful first 

flight on 14 August 1 9 7 4 . The second part of the development 

phase has now begun and will last until the end of 1 9 7 5 * Progress 

will be reviewed around the middle of the year. Preparation work 


for production has been authorised. Project definition is under 


way in the United Kingdom of an air defence variant for the 


Royal Air Force, to be equipped with an advanced new radar and 


air-to-air guided weapons. 


1 3 . The Lynx twin-engined helicopter is at an advanced stage of 

development and production work has now begun. First delivery 

to the British Services is expected in 1 9 7 6 . The Lynx is notable 

for its speed and range and will improve the operational capa

bilities of the Royal Navy's new classes of frigates and destro

yers, enabling them to attack submarines with light-weight 
torpedoes, and surface vessels with the planned Skua missile 


(see paragraph 20 below). Lynx will also carry out 


s u r v e i l l a n c e a n d r e c o n n a i s s a n c e . 


A utility version to carry anti-tank guided weapons is 
"being developed for the Army; it will also be used for 
casualty evacuation, as an airborne command post,for directing 

artillery fire and for the rapid movement of men and supplies. 

Hawk n 

14. The HS 1182 two-seat trainer, now named the Hawk, is in full dev

elopment and made its first flight successfully Oast summer. It will be used 
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to train pilots to fly fast jet aircraft and will replace the 


Gnat and the Hunter. A particular feature of the Hawk 


will be excellent all-round visibility 


from the rear seat. It will be the first British-designed 


military aircraft to be built to metric standards and will be 


powered by a version of the Adour engine used in the Jaguar. 


Nimrod 


15. Major modifications to the radar, navigation, acoustic 

and tactical systems of the Nimrod maritime patrol aircraft 

are being developed to improve its capability to detect, 

shadow and attack submarines and surface vessels. 

New Airborne Early Warning System 

16. The provision of a new airborne early warning system in the 


longer term is being studied. The airborne early warning task 


is at present undertaken by the Gannet and Shackleton force. 


Ground Attack 


1?- Methods of improving conventional weapons to increase the 

Royal Air Force's air-to-ground attack capabilities in the 

1980s are being studied. 

GUIDED WEAPONS 


Sea Wolf 


18. Sea Wolf, a short-range surface-to-air guided-weapon system, 


is being developed primarily to provide ships with a means of 
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self-defence against fast low-flying missiles. Its capability 


to intercept incoming missiles has already been demonstrated\\ 


and parts of the system have been installed in HMS Penelope 


for sea trials. Sea Wolf is planned to come into service in 


Type 22 and other frigates later in the decade. 


SS11 Replacement 


19. Evaluations continue of possible helicopter-borne anti

tank guided weapons to replace the French SS11 missile. 

Skua 

20.	 Project definition is complete on the Skua all-weather 


anti-ship missile and some initial development is taking place, 


pending a decision to proceed to full development and production. 


Skua is designed to be fitted to Lynx helicopters and will 


provide destroyers and frigates with an over-the-horizon strike 


capability. 


Underwater-to-Surface Guided Weapon (USGW) 


21.	 Studies are continuing into an underwater-launched air-flight 


guided-weapon system, to come into service in the early 1980s as the 


main armament of the submarine fleet against surface ships. 


Sparrow Improvements 


22.	 A new British homing head and fuze is in full development 


for the American Sparrow medium-range air-to-air missile already 


in service with the Royal Air Force. 


ELECTRONICS 


23.	 R & D in the electronics field covers 


a wide range of projects designed to meet the needs of all three 


Services. Projects vary in size from small night-vision 
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equipments to a major tactical communications system for-the 


Army and the Royal Air Force. The programme includes work;, 


on navigation, detection, electronic countermeasures, communi

cations, data-handling and simulation and involves developing 


new equipments and improving existing ones. Among current 


projects are: 


a., radar equipment and avionics for the MRCA, 


enabling it to operate in all weathers by 


day and night; 


b.	 the DN 181 all-weather tracking radar, which 


will give the Rapier low-level surface-to-air 


guided-weapon system a blind fire capability 


at night and in poor weather. The radar is 


approaching the final stages of development. 


£. maritime search radars for Nimrod and Lynx 


capable of detecting ships and submarines in 


unfavourable sea conditions; 


a laser target-marker for forward air con

trollers, which will improve their ability to 


designate targets for aircraft providing close 


tactical support; 


new sonars, with improved detection and classi

fication capability, for use in frigates^ 


f.	 new sonars, for use in submarines, to increase 


their effectiveness, against quieter submarines 


in the next decade. A complementary study 


into a submarine detection equipment system 
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for Royal Navy helicopters is in progress; 


electronic warfare equipment for the three 


Services, including sophisticated electronic 


countermeasures equipment for the M C A and 


search receivers for Royal Navy ships; 


h.	 a variety of night-vision aids for use on 


weapons and in vehicles, improving the 


Services' ability to move and fight by night; 


jl. the Ptarmigan tactical trunk communications 


system for the Army and Royal Air Force in 


Central Europe. Ptarmigan is designed to 


conform with the standard EUROCOM character

istics agreed by the Eurogroup, to ensure that 


it will be compatible with the future communi

cations systems of our Allies. 


SHIPS AND EQUIPMENT 


Ship Propulsion 


24. Considerable effort is being devoted to 

R & D on propulsion units for the future Fleet. For 

surface ships the Royal Navy has made considerable use of 

gas-turbine engines derived from aircraft engines, using the 

Rolls Royce Tyne and Olympus. By the end of the 1970s, most 

new surface units of the Fleet will be powered by marine gas 

turbine engines. Development work is in hand on both the -

Tyne and the Olympus to increase the period between overhaul 

Work is also going ahead to improve one j.yne's performance. 
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A project definition study to investigate the possible use of 


the Rolls-Royce Spey engine in ships has begun. 


Submarines 

1 


25- Design and development work continues on future nuclear 


submarines and their propulsion units. 


Torpedoes 


26. An advanced light-weight torpedo is being developed to 


be launched from helicopters, aircraft and surface ships as 


a counter to the high-performance submarines expected in the 


1980s. The Hark 24 submarine-launched torpedo, Tigerfish, is 


being improved. , 


Non-Magnetic Machinery 


27. The development of non-magnetic machinery for the new 


class of mine countermeasures vessel is going well, and the 


prototype main propulsion and ships' services diesel engines 


are now undergoing trials. 


Waste Disposal 


28. Better ways are being sought to dispose of all types of 


waste from HM Ships in a further effort to improve environ

mental and operational conditions. 


Hovercraft 


29. Possible Fleet roles for the hovercraft continue to be 


studied. u 

ORDNANCE AND OTHER ARMY EQUIPMENT 

Artillery \\ 

30. Development of two major artillery systems, the 155MM towed 


FH  7 0 howitzer and the self-propelled SP 70 gun, continues in 
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co-operation with the Federal Republic of Germany and with 


Italy. When these weapons are introduced, 155MM will be 


the standard calibre for close and general support guns. 


The SP 70 will replace the 105MM Abbot SP gun, the 155MM 


M109 and possibly the 175MM M107 equipments. The FH 7 0 


will replace the 5-5 inch medium gun. 


Main Battle Tank 


51. Concept studies of the future main battle tank are being 


undertaken in co-operation with the Federal Republic of 


Germany. Development of a new tank gun is further advanced and 


it is hoped largely to standardise tank guns and ammunition 


within NATO as a result of a tripartite evaluation of British, 


American and German designs at trials which have now begun. 


Other Combat Vehicles 


52. Prototypes of the combat engineer tractor are undergoing 


trials. This equipment will enable the Royal Engineers to 


perform many of their tasks protected by armour; it will dig, 


bulldoze and winch, lay trackway, handle pallets, and launch 


pontoons. It is amphibious and has a rocket-propelled anchor, 


allowing it to winch itself up steep banks. It should provide 


considerable help to mechanised units in river-crossing 


operations. 


33- Other projects in progress include: 


a,,	 a mechanised infantry combat vehicle, which 


will replace the FV 430 series; 


b.	 a new range of vehicles for battlefield 


logistic support; and 
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c.. improvements for Chieftain including an 


advanced fire-control system. 


Mines 


34. Development is well advanced of a new anti-tank mine, 


with increased lethality, and of an associated anti-personnel 


mine. 


Small Arms 


35. Development has begun of a new family of small arms 


and ammunition to replace the 7*62mm self-loading rifle, the 


9MM sub-machine gun, and the 7.62mm general purpose machine 


gun in the light role. This family is planned to contend in 


NATO trials to select the small arms ammunition on which NATO 


forces may standardise as far as possible in the future. 


QUALITY ASSURANCE 


36. Our policy continues to he to place maximum respon

sibility on the contractor for the quality assurance of his 


products. Since April 1973 new quality assurance requirements, 


published as Defence Standards, have applied to most contracts 


for defence materiel placed by the Procurement Executive. The 


Procurement Executive assesses the quality control and 


management systems of its suppliers against the requirements 


of the Defence Standards, with the agreement and full co-operat 


of the defence industries. 
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